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Young Wild West's Fight On the Plains
OR, HOW ARIETTA SAVED THE SETTLEMENT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Race at Fort Bridger.
"Is that so, Josh? Well, who came in ahead?"
"Ther soldier did."
"Here comes Young Wild West! He',s ther 1boy
"Well, he must have the fastest horse, then."
what will settle th.er dispute."
"Yes, <but he started a leetle mite ahead."
The speak.er was a grizzled old man with gray
"Oih! I see."
beard and long ihair that had long since :Jost its
"It sorter looks ter me as though it was nip an'
shade of dark brown. He was standing before tuck with 'em, but they ,b oth claim that they've
the supply store at Fort Bridger, Wyoming, where got ther fastest horse. You kin decide about it,
quite a crowd of cowboys and cavalrymen were if yer will."
gathered. ·There ihad just been a race between
"Well, since I didn't see the race, I can't do
one of the cavalrymen and a cowboy, and there that, Josh. But I can tell you how the argument
was an argument going on as to who was the can be settled."
winner.
"How?" and the old plainsman looked ,a t him
It appeared that the cavalryman had started a eagerly.
fraction of a second before the crack of the pis"Whly., by trying it over again. 'Dhat will settol had sounded, and the cowboy was only half
a length beJhind in getting over the line at the tle the argument in a hurry."
T-h ere was a short silence, and then a cheer
finish. Both claimed to have won, and Josh Harper, the old :trapper and scout, ihad been called went up from the crowd, which numbered probupon to decide it. While it was admitted that ably thirty men, the majority being cavalrymen
the cavalryman had no right to start ahead of and men belongin~ to the military station.
"That's it!" cried Josh Harper. "We never
the signal, he argued that he had won, taking the
actual time of the race. Bo-t h declared that they thought of that, boys. Here! you two fellers has
knew they owned the best horse, and so hot got ter ride ther race ag'in."
"I'm willin'," spoke up rtlhe cow,boy. "I know
became the argument that it was almost coming
my horse kin beat that bay any time. But I
to blows when old Josh Harper caught sight of that
a dashing-looking ·b oy, who was mounted on ra don't want no startin' afore ther shot is fired, like
clean-limbed sorrel stallion and riding up the ther last time."
It was quite evident that Tarantul,a Tom had
trail leading to the old-fashioned fort.
.
The bo:y just rounded a bend that was hidden ibeen holding on thart point more than anything
from view by a grove of trees, and with ihis Jong, else.
"Oh! I am willing to try again," the cavalryman
light cl1estnut hair hanging over his shoulders,
sombrero tipped well back upon his head and at- hastened to say. "I believe my horse is the best
tired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, he of the two; in fact, I believe he is the best to be
made a pleasing, not to say dashing appearance. found around tlhes·e diggings. I ain't got much
As uhe crowd looked at him, the most of them . money, but I'll lay five dollars that I can beat
with an expression of admiration on their faces, any one here for a mile, out and back!"
"I'll have to take that bet, my friend," said
the boy came to a halt and looked back uhe way
he had come. The next minute a young girl, Young Wild West, as he dismounted and stepped
mounted on a cream-white broncho, came dashing up. "Put up your money."
The cavalryman looked .t him sharply, and
up and joined him. She was attired in a riding
and hunting suit combined that was elaborate then said:
"You are Young Wild West, the Clmmpion
and costly, but it did not take this to make her
look pretty. The girl was what might be termed Deadshot of the West, and you are said to be the
a beautiful girl, and with her golden hair hang- Prince of the Saddl e, too. You have got a
ing in profusion over h er shoulders she certainly mighty good horse, they say. But I think I have
made a striking mate for the boy. The two rode got one that is just as good. It is my own horse,
on up to where the crowd was gathered, and as too. My money paid for him. That's why I am
they brought their horses to a halt old Josh Har- willing to back him."
_
"All 1•ight, my friend. We'll make this a race
per called out:
. "Here yer are, Wild. Come an' settle this here of three. You and the cowboy can settle a,s to
dispute which is between Tarantula Tom an' ther who is the best of the two. I will try and set the
horseback soldier. They had a race, an' they pace for you over the finish line."
can't agree as ter who has got ther fastest horse."
Tihe man laughed at this.
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"All right," he said. "Josh Harper will hold
the money."
The cowboy was willing to make it threehanded, so it was soon settled. '!'here was a
blasted tree standing just a mile from the starting point, which was in front of the snpp~y store.
The fort Jay a little off to the left of the collection of shanties, fo1· at the time of which we
write the place was not as thickly settled as now.
Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, had received a hurry
call to come up to the fort, so they might help
the cavalry in running do,vn a band of rebellious
Brules. The Indians had been troublesome all
winter, and when spring came, and the grass got
a few inches high, they broke out, and were making lots of trouble. Raids on settlers had been
made, the game Jaws violated, and in a few instances cruel murder ij-iad been done. The Brules
had been acting surly for some time, and now
about seventy of them, under the lead of Crow
Foot, one of the chiefs who had fought under
Sitting Bull, had taken to the hills, defying the
Government to come and get them. It happened
that Colonel Stewart, who was in command at
the old blockhouse at the time, had less than
fifty men there.
Young Wild West and his partners had very
oftel!l acted as scouts under him, and he decided
to settle the rebellion without calling for more
soldiers and cavalrymen by sending for them. So
our hero and his partners had come up from
Central Colorado by rail, bringing with them
Oheyenne Charlie's wife, Anna; Arietta Murdock,
our ·hero's sweethea1·t, and Jim Dart's sweetheart,
Eloise Gardner. The fact that Wild and Jim
were but bovs did not make them none the less
a;ble at the ·business. They had been at Indian
fighting ever since they had been big enough to
!hold a rifle to the shoulder, and what they did
not know about scouting and fighting redskins
was hardly worth learning.
Oheyenne Charlie, who was easily ten years
their senior, was an ol<l lrn'.nd at the business. He
!had been a scout for the Govenunent for several
years, and ull he wanted was some one to le:i.d
him in whom he placed confidence. Young Wild
West just filled the bill, fo1· he was cool at all
i;tages of the giame, and level-headed, as well as
daring and reckless. _A_dcJed to these qualifications, he was a real athlete, a superb rider and
was the recognized champion deadshot of the
West. When we say that he was the best-lmov,m
e.nd most popular hero of the wild West at the
time of which we write there is no exaggerution
in the statement. But to the race that was ready
to take place:
The inhabitants of the !!ettlement all knew
Young- Wild West, and they were ready to swear
by him. if we mav use that e'Cpression. Hardly
ii man there, outside of the soldiers, believed that
the cavalryman's horse was as speedy as Spitfire,
the noble sorrel stallion. But the cavalryman,
who was a second lieutenant named Lacy, was; a
new one at the fort. and he was also a very import,,.r.t personage, in his way of thinking. Old
~mb Haroor refllly was of the opinion that Tarantu1a Tom's buckskin mustang was the best
!horse but he did not want to render a decision
that ~a;y, because it had not been the right kind
of a start.
·when he saw Young Wild West coming he in-

stantly decided to let him settle the dispute. He
knew that it would be settled now, and he also
was firmly convinced that the sorrel stallion
would easily distance either of the other two
steeds.
"Git ready," he said. "When I ask if you're
ready jest say yes, an' then I'll let my old Colt"s
navy bark. When she barks you kin light out
fur ther blasted tree. Do yer understand?"
They all understood, and they promptly told
him so. The handsome and dashing young girl,
who, as might be guessed1 was our hero's sweetheart, Arietta, dismountea and took her place on
the rickety stoop of the store, so she might watch
the entire race. The three horses were lined up
to the starting line, and then the old plainsman
mounted a barrel and called out:
"Are you ready?"
"Yes!" came the answer from the three contestants, as i-f in one voice.
Crack! The Colt's revolver spoke and away
tiliey went.
"Fair an' square start this time," said Harper,
nodding ·with satisfaction. "Now, then, jest watch
an' make sure that they all turn ther. blasted
tree, boys."
The three racers were neck and neck and all
were running fast. Young Wild West swung off
to tlie right a little when they ·were about half,rny to the turning point, so as to give the rivals
a good chance. In doing this they both got
slightly ahead of him, but Arietta only smiled.
"Wait till they round the tree," she sa:cl to
the wife o.f the storekeeper, who had joined her
en the stoop. The cavalryma.'1 put on a spurt
as they neared tl1e tree and when the two rounded it he had a lead of a couple of length. Young
Wild West was a p-ood dozen ·yard3 behind when
he came around. But still his sweetheart smiled
and looked confident.
"Here they come!" exdaimed Harper. ·--,',)W
yer kin watch fur a rousin' old finish, boys!"
The lieutenant led until they were within about
two hundred yards of the finish, and then the
cowboy began overhauling him. Young Wild
West let the sorrel out at the same time, and
when but a hundred yards from the line he shot
ahead, coming over a "\\inner by a dozen lengths.
The cowboy let out a whoop as his mustang came
in second by a little more than a length, and up
went his hat.
"I reckon ther dispute is settled," said the old
plainsman; "an' Young Wild West ,vins ther
five."
As the three contestants rode back to the finish line our hero was handed the money. He took
it, and turning to the defeated cavalryman, handed him his five dollars.
"I don't want this. my friend," he said. "I
had no intentions of keeping it when I made the
wager. Take my advice and never bet a!\"ain.
Your horse is a mighty good one, but the~e are
lots that can beat him. I didn't try hard, and I
did it easily. Of the two Tarantula Torn has -rot
the best horse, and I reckon that settles the dispute."
The cavalryman hesitated about taking the
money, but he finally did so, and as he rode toward the fort there was a scowl on his face,
showing plainly that he was not a little disappointed.
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CHAPTER IL-Setting Out After the Redskins.
"Three chee:rs fur Young Wild West, ther whitest boy wih at ever str:ad<lled a horse!" sihouted
Josh Harper, as the defeated lieutenant turned
away.
The settlers made the air ring with their cheer.s
and some of the troopers joined in. But some of
the latter were not very well satisfied with the
way things had turned out. They thought their
comrade should ihave won the race, and that he
might have clone so if the boy had not taken part
in it. Just w}J!y any one could have got this idea
in his head is hard to say, since our hero had
not interfered with either of the contestants during the race, from the start to the finish. No oie
said anything, however, and Young Wild West
was kept bus-y shaking hands for the next five
minutes. Our hero and his companions had arrived at Fort Bridger ,after dark the night before,
so little had been seen of them by the cowboys
and cavalrymen until that morning. The majority of them had not known of their presence,
in fact.
"Well, boys, I reckon you must be rather ,sportyi
up here," said Wild, as he looked at the men.
"It is pretty early in tlhe morning to hold a race
like this. But there is nothing like keeping
things going. Excitement is what takes away duill
care. I suppose it has been rather dull around
here lately. Most likely the outbreak of the
Brules has warmed you up a little, though."
"That's right, Wild," the old plainsman answered, speaking fo1· all hands. "There's been ·a
whole lot of speculation about ther redskins. No
one seems ter feel ther uprisin' a;in't goin' ter
'mount ter anything, but there's them what seems
ter be sorter indifferent about it. Ther colon~!
has give it out that there's no danger here, so
mavbe that's ther reason."
«·we'll be after old C1·ow Foot and his gang
before many hours, I reckon. I had a talk with
the colonel last night, and it won't be verJy long
before he will call his men together to get ready
to take tihe trail of the redskins."
The cavalrymen present looked a bit surpris.e d
when the boy said this. Ais we have already stated, but few of them knew him, and many had
never even heard of him. They belonged to the
Fifth of Kansas, and had never been up that
way until a month or two before.
"Come, E,t ," said Wild, turning to his sweetheart, "I reckon we will go back to the house and
get read>y to .strike out after 1:Jhe Brules. I suppose we'll 11ave to leave in about an hour."
The words were ,s carcely out of his mouth when
a bugle call sounded from the fort for all hands
to a~semble.
"There it goes, boys!" the dashing young deadshot said, nodding to the men in uniform. "I
reckon you've got to get ready, some of you."
They were under very good discipline, so one
and all hastened for the fort.
"See here, Wild," said old Josh Harper, 'a s om·
ihero and his sweetheart were ·about to leave.
"Why can't I go along on this Injun hunt? I'm
jest itchin' ter git out where there's somethin'
lively goin' on. I've been cooped up fur more'n a
month now."
"You can go, Josh. I would like to have half
a dozen good men to accompany us. You see, I

s

have been placed in charge of the expedi-tion
though there will an officer over the cavahwm~
tlhat are to go. If you know of five or six good
men who want to go, just get them together right
,a way."
"Here's one, Young Wild West!" shouted Tarantula Tom.
"A!1' h~re's another!" exclaimed a cowboy,
pu~hmg his way forward. "Me an' three more
q'!li·t ther ranch we was work.in' at ther day afore
yisterda•y, ·a n' we're jest ready ter go huntin' InJuns."
The <tiliree he referred to promptly pusihed their
way to the front, and as the dashing young deadshot looked them over he saw that they were typical cowboys, who, no doubt, were ready to fight as
long as they co1tld raise a gun.
"I reckon you'ltl do," said Wild. "That makes
fiye, all told. You m8!y come in handiy, since the
girls an~ our two Chmamen are going with us.
I am gomg to take them along so they will act
,as a sort of decoy for the redskins. We all want
to get down in Arizona as ,soon as possi'ble and
I want to ihurry this thing through. Unle;s we
get at the redskins 1,jght away they may give us
a long chase. w_ e will get to a small settlement
as soon ,a_s po-s srble--one that is in the way of
th~ rebe'ilmg Brules, and then we'l1l put out a
1
bait for them. But tha·t's all just now. Get 'your•
s~lves ready so you will be able to leave at any
time now."
The cowboys were delighted at the prospect
Tarantul~ Tom le?, 11:1 a Clheer for Young Wild
West agam, and tlus time everyone joined in even
to ~he storekeeper. Josh Harper hastened to his
cabm to get his old rifle in shape, and the cowboys pushed ·their way into the store to stock up
with the things they would need on the trip
~artricl~es, to)>acco and matches were the prin~
cipal th_mgs, it seemed. They a]ll !had blankets
and l'.1riats, an? they WE:re vel'.y useful things,
even m an Indian campaign. Wild and Arietta
rode around to the house they were stopping art;
~d found ~heyenne Charlie and Jim Dart aw,a itmg them m expectancy. They had heard the
bugle call, and they well knew what that meant
'.'I ~;ckon. we've got ter go putty soon, eh;
Wild? quened the scout, as he stroked his musta7pe and loo~ed at his dashing young leader.
Yes, Charlie, ~ suppose so. Well, the quicker
we get on the trail, the better. We don't have to
stay here in W yoming any longer than we can
help, you know.''
"'.!'hat's. ri_ght, Wild,'.' Jim Dart spoke up. "But
a little excitement with the redskins wil,J do us
good, I think."
Arietta had gone into the house, and she now
came out, followed by Anna and Eloise. They all
seemed to be eager to get away. It had been
arranged the night before that they were to
make their headquarters at some little settlement
within fifty miles of the fort, where the Brules
might take a notion to pay a visit. Neith er of
them seemed to think that there was any p·reat
danger in going Wll:!ere the villainous Indians
were likety to be found; but this was probaiblly
because they had been in so m,any adventures
with redskins that they had grown used to it, and
the danger eonnected with it was no longer t:fken
inrto serious consideration. Anyhow, all three of
the girls could handle a rifle or revolver, and
1
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when it came to a fight they were to be depended
on.
Arietta, who was the only one of the three who
had been born and reared in the West, had much
the better of it if it came to a contest, either in
riding horseback or shooting, and her coolness and
daring were equal to the average man. But this
was greatly due to what she had been taught by
her dashing •young lover.
"I reckon you girls had better get ready, if
you are going with us," said Wild, after they
had talked for a few minutes. "Where are the
two Chinamen?"
"Me light here, Misler Wild," a meek and
squeaky voice answered, and then a very innocent-looking Chinaman appeared around the corner of the house. This was Hop Wah, the handy
man of the party.
Besides being a ".handy man," he was a very
clever sleight-of-hand performer, a professional
card sharp and a practical joker. But no one
would ever dream of it, to look at him and hear
him talk. Hop could hardly have been driven
iawa:y from Young Wild West and his friends,
and the faot was that they did not want him to
go, anyway. He had, by his extreme cleverness,
lbeen of the greatest aid to them in times of danger, more than once saving their lives. This
gave him a prestige that an ordinary servant
could hardly get.
"So you are right here, Hop?" our hero que1,ied.
"Must 'have ibeen expecting to ibe called upon, I
·
reckon?"
"Lat dight, Misler Wild. Me allee samee wait
for you to sa1y 'Gittee leady to go,' so be."
"Well, I'll tell you that now. Where's Wing?"
"He allee samee lead um Melican book, so be;
my blother velly muchee lazy. He learn to lead
um stolies1 and he makee allee samee fool of
umself, so ·oe."
"Well, you tell him to get a move on himself
and help you get the packhorses loaded. We will
leave here inside of twenty minutes, unless I miss
my guess."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The Chinaman was gone like a shot. It was
only a few minutes later when an orderly from
the fort was seen approaching the house.
"Colonel Stewart wishes to see you at once,
Mr. West," was the message he brought.
"Tell hlm I will be right there," replied the
young deadshot, knowing full well what was
wanted of him.
He went over a few minutes later and found
lf:hat the colonel was ready for him to start out
with the cavalry and hunt down the rebelling
Brules.
"I have placed Second Lieutenant Lacy in command of thirty men," he said. "But he understands that he is to take orders from you. I
sincerely hope that you may catch the redskins
iand make them surrender, Wild."
"I'll do my best, Colonel," was the reply.
"Thait is all I can expect of you. I dare not
1et more than thirty men go, as there must some
remain here at the station, you know."
"Thirty will be sufficient, I think. I have six
good men to go, too."
"Good! Now you can pass the word when you
are ready to set out."

ON THE PLAINS

CHAPI'ER III._:_Wild and Lacy Talk It Over.
In a trifle less than an hour from the time the
race took place Young Wild West set out with
his friends and the cavalrymen and cowboys. It
had been an easy matter for the men at the fort
to get ready, and the others were ready at any
time. Lieutenant Lacy, who had command of
the detachment, was the man who had lost the
race, and though our hero did not take a great
deal of stock in the way he had acted, he was
willing to admit that he might be a good, capable
officer. Our friends and the cowborn were content to ride along in the rear of the cavalry, but
·w:hen it came time to issue some orders in reg!rd to the way he wanted them to go, Wild
rode up to the head of the line and joined the
lieutenant.
"Lieutenant," said he, "if we happen to strike
a fresh Indian trail, I want you to '.1alt and wait
for my partners and myself to ',ry and locate
them. I don't know as we will sfrike a trail, but
we may before night."
"All right," was the rather surly rejoinder. "I
don't quite understand who is to give orders here,
though. I have been placed in command of thirty
cavalrymen, and--"
"You have instructions from the colonel to act •
under my orders," Wild hastened to say.
The man ·winced.
"There is no need of you to get sulky about it,"
the boy went on coolly. "If you did not like it,
you should have spoken about it to your superior
before leaving the fort. You could have pleaded
illness and got off, most likely."
The face of the officer flushed. It was evident
that he felt the thrust keenly, and that he was
bent on being decidedly contrary.
"Well," s aid he, shaking his head, "I shall have
to rely a g-reat deal on my own judgment."
"Certainly. That is quite right, Lieutenant Lacy," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and
easy way. "Let it go at that, for the present,
anyhow."
Wild turned away and rode 'back to his partners and the girls.
"I reckon we are going to have trouble with
Lacy," he said, as he joined them.
"I thought so," the scout answered. "He's
sorter got an idea that no one but a commissioned officer should give him his orders, ain't he?"
"That's about it, Charlie."
The company was riding along a trail that led
out to a settlement that was isolated. The inhabitants of the place were principally hunters, who
did quite a business in trading furs at the general
store that was located there. There were some
farmers scattered about the settlement, too, and
there was a big cattle ranch lying about ten miles
north of it. As yet the redskins had not interfered with either the sett1 ement or ranch, but the
last report had it that they were heading in that
direction.
Wild had learned that the settlement was called
Bud Creek, and that the population, including
men, women and children, did not exceed fiftyflve. As the majority of those who pursued the
vocation of hunting would not be at home, the
redskins would have an easy thing if they made a
raid. This had all been talked over the night be-
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fore with the colonel at the fort, and our hero
was satisfied that they could do not better than
to go there and lay a trap for the Brules.
The co.Jonel had given him full power to act,
but it seemed that the officer in command of the
cavalry was not inclined to have it that way. The
party kept on until noon, when they halted in a
wild spot that had the appearance of the foot of
a white man never having trodden the soil there,
save that the traiL ran along close to it. It was
one of the picturesque spots to be found in W~
oming, with the undu1ating plain bearing a way to
the east and the towering mountain peaks to the
west and north; while to the south the forest
stretched as :£ar as the eye could rea~h. A brook
of clear water flowed at the very edge of the
camp, and as the spring grass was just in condition to furnish ample fodder for the horses,
there was nothing for them to worry about in
that direction. The only thing thiat really bothered Young Wild West was the fact that the officer in charge of the cavalry was not in sympathy with him. While the .noonday meal was
being prepared he went over to the lieutenant and
-got in conversation with him.
"I want to ask you a question, lieutenant," he
said, as he leaned against the wheel of a wagon
which contained the supplies that had been
brought from the fort.
"Go ahead and ask all the questions you have
a mind to, Young Wild West," was the reply.
"Well, then, what is the matter with you?"
"Nothing whatever," and the man shook his
head as though he meant it.
"But you don't seem to like the idea of working under my instructions."
"You ,are but a boy, Young Wild West. I am
a man experienced in military tactics. If I were
.
not, I would not be here."
"That is true. But how much expenence have
you had at> fighting hostile Indians?"
The lieutenant shrugged hh shouilders.
"Very little I 1·eckon, litutenant," continued
Wild. "Well, 'I have had iots of experience. I
am glad to say that I have been of the greatest
aid to the military forces of this part of the
country, many times, Lieutenant Lacy. I was
born an<l reared here, and it has been my lot to
have to fight my way through. But that may not
interest you as much as this will."
Wild handed him an official document which
had bee'll. presented to him by the general in command of the army when ihe was but seventeen
years of age, which was to the effect that he
should be recognized by all the army officers he
came in contact with, and that his services as an
adviser and scout should always be accepted by
them whenever he saw fit to offer them. The officer read it over carefully.
"I did not know you wer e as important as that,
Young Wild West," he said, banding back the
doeument. "I never heard of -you until this morning."
"That's all right, lieutenant. Now look this
over."
The ],,_,, handed him the order he had 1·eceived
from t he colonel at the fort the night before.,
which placed him in full charge of the cavalry
that was to accompany him on his search for the
rebelling Indians. This was read by Lacy, too,
and when he handed it back he nodded and said:
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"I am under your orders, Young Wild West.
I'll admit that I did not Iike it when I was told
that you were to give me orders, because you are
but a boy. It is all right, though. Maybe 'YOU
know more about the business than I do."
"Well, I don't want any friction, lieutenant.
You ought to understand what I am driving at.
Colonel Stewart sent for me, so he might save
considerable expense to the Government. He
placed great faith in me, and I am going to see
to it that ihe is not going to be disappointed.
Trailing and fighting hostile redskins is something
that both my partners and myself are really fond
of. Why, even the girls we have with us rather
like the danger that is attached to it."
"There is one point that I must confess that I
thought was very foolish on your part, Young
Wi1ld West. I could not understand, for the life
of me, why iyou should bring the young ladies
with you."
"Well, I'll endeavor to show you why before
we get through."
"Oh! I suppose you know, of course."
The lieutenant seemed to be mollified, and quite
"'illing to give in to the dashing young deadshot.
"You have a splendid horse," he said, changing
the subject. "I really thought mine was one that
could not be beaten in a race. I reaUy think he
could beat the cowboy's buckskin if I had another chance; but I know your sorrel staillion is
too much for him."
"Well, Spitfire is an exception in the way of
horseflesh," laughed Wild. "No one should feel
sore if they could nm a close race with him. I
really believe that he is the best ihorse in the
_
West, lieutenant."
"I feel certain of it, Wild."
The officer was fast melting down now. He
called our he1:o by h~s nickname. They kept up
the conversation until the ca,Jl came for dinner,
and when they parted they were on pretty good
terms. But there was no doubt that the lieutenant felt that he was humbled b:y being put under
a mere boy, who was not even bound in the service.

CHAPTER IV.-Wild's Party Go It Alone.
In the interim between the time that Wild had
received his instructions from tJ1e colonel and the
getting ready the pack horses Hop Wah had been
entertaining the cowboys and cavalrymen.
The cava.Jrymen and cowboys declared Hop to
be a very clever sleight-of-hand performer, and
when he ha d shovm t hem several of his tricks it
was time to be on tbe move again.
"That pig-tailed galoot is a who! lot smarter
tJmn any one. would take him ter oe," observed
Tarantula Tom to his cowboy com!)anions. "I
r eckon it would be a g-ood idea ter tr y an' learn
some of his t ricks. He ought ter be a rattlin'
poker player."
"Well, I hea1·d Young Wild West say t hat
any one as played wit h him would sure lose t heir
money," one of them replied. "I ain't go:n• ter
.
tackle him, an' that's sartin.''
In a fe w minutes the pack horses h::d been
loaded and tl1en the party set out, ta!.ing the
trail that led over the plains to the settlement
called Bud Creek. In half an hour the:r Y, ere
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riding along over the wide stretch of short green
grass, the bright sun shining upon it reflecting
the green into the blue sky above.
"This are what yer might call a putty sight, I
s'pose," remarked Cheyenne Charlie, who was
riding close behind the dashing young deadshot.
"Any one as ain't used ter bein' on ther prairie
would think it was immense, I s'pose."
"That's right, Charlie," replied Wild. "It certainly makes quite ,a picture, though it would be
a pretty tame-looking one if it was painted, with
our party riding alon~ in this easy way. A band
of redskins, with their war paint on, would add
to the picture, providing they were heading toward us at full split."
"Yes, that would surely put the finishing touch
to the picture, Jim Dart spoke up. "But we are
not likely to have such a thing happen, so we will
have to let the picture go as it is. There are not
enough in Crow Foot's gang to make him feel
like tackling this bunch, I reckon."
After a while our ihero fell back and began
questioning old Josh Harper about the settlement, and how it was situated. He learned that
it lay on the bank of a shallow creek, faced on
one side by a strip of timber a mile in width, and
on the other three sides by the rolling prairie.
"We want to get to the timber and approach
from that way," was the decision of the dashing
young deadshot.
He communicated this to Lieutenant Lacy, who
nodded assent. About four in the afternoon they
came to the timber, and then Harper told them
that the settlement was not more than fifteen
miles distant.
"This is all right, I reckon," said our hero.
"But the first tall tree we come to I want Jim to
climb it and take a look around. If the Brules
are anywhere in this vicinity, this timber would
be the place where they would be !hanging out."
A couple of miles into the woods they found
just the kind of a tree that was suitable for the
purpose. Jim Dart, who was an expert climber,
dismotmted as soon as a halt was called, and
then all hands watched him as he went up with
the agility of a squirrel. The tree was a tall
pine, and the branches were just so the boy could
go up in a hurry. Jim did not stop until he got
very close to the slender top. He found that he
could see over the biggest part of the tree in the
woods, and as he cast a gtlance around him he
picked out the little settlement right away. It
lay about a dozen miles to the left. The atmosphere was devoid of anything like mist and he
could see it plainly. After _satisfying !himself
that it was peaceful there, he turned his gaze off
to the right. Then it was that he gave a violent
start.
Though he had almost expected to see Indians,
the sight of a band of them approaching the tin1ber at a distance of about ten miles from it gave
him a surprise. But he recovered !himself quickly
and watched them trying to count their numbers.
He could only estimate, however, and he finally
decided that there were more than fifty of them.
That they were hostile was certain, as no band
of friendly Indians would come so far from the
reservation. Having satisfied himself that they
were h~ding in the direction of the settlement,
Jim started to descend the tree. He was not long
in reach.mg the ground, and in answer to the expectanl; ~ok Wild gave him, said:

"The redskins are coming!"
"W~at!" exclaimed the young deadshot, looking
surprised.
"That's right. The settlement lies off to the
left and the redskins are riding toward it from
the right, with the timber strip between."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Oheyenne Chariie.
"I reckon we're goin' ter git inter it quicker than
we expected."
"Well, the sooner the better," Wild answered.
Jim gave him all the information he had been
able to get by looking from the treetop, and then
a plan of action was decided upon. Lieutenant
La:cy allowed Wild to lay out the whole thing, he
appearing rather indifferent. The boy noticed
this, and looking at him, said:
"What's the matter, Lieutenant? You don't
seem to be satisfied."
"Oh! yes, I am," was the reply. "You are running things."
Wild's eyes flashed at this. He had thought
that the difficulty was over, but now the man was
showing his true feelings again.
"You can do as you like," he said. "But if
there is anything that goes wrong, and it is your
fault, you will have to take the consequences.
You can consider that you and I are done, Lacy.
I will fight this thing out in my own way, and
you can take your men and ride back to the fort,
if you want to."
"Hold on! Don't say that, Young Wild West.
I know that you have been placed over me, and
of course I will have to do as you say in the matter. I assure you that I will obey your commands."
"No, you won't. You and I are done, I just
said; When I say a thing I generally mean it.
Don t say any more, or we may get in trouble.
I wouldn't hesitate to thrash you, even if you are
a lieutenant. One thing, I don't propose to report :your actions to your superiors."
Wild turned from him and walked to his horse.
The lieutenant looked after him in silence, his
brow darkening. But the did not try to smooth it
over with the young deadshot. Probably he had
seen about enough of him to know that he would
be treading on dangerous ground if he did.
"That galoot of a lieutenant is so mad 'b ecause
I have been placed over him in command that he
has made me decide to go it alone," said Wild,
when he reached his partners and the girls.
"Jim, just call Josh Harper and the cowbo'YIS. I
want to know if they are going with us, or if
they want to remain with the cavalry. The parting time has come. We will light out for the
settlement, and try to get there so we will be
able to help them fight the Indians to-night. The
redskins won't attack the place before dark, I
am sure. This is going to be a fight on the
plains, and we have got to win."
They were not surprised to hear what our hero
said, since they had heard the conversation between him and the lieutenant, or enough of it to
let them get a line on what was being said. The
old plainsman and the cowboys came forward at
once.
"We're goin' ter stick to you, Young Wild
West," Harper said. "We started out with yer,
an' we'll . stick to yer, if we have ter go under by
doin' it!"
"That's right!" cried Tarantula Tom. "Hooray
fur Young Wild West!"
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But Wild held up his hand and checked them
from cheering.
"There are no redskins close enough to hear
you, boys," he said. "But don't do it. If you
are going with me, come right on."
The plan had been that 0ur friends were going
to leave the cavalry camped in the woods, anyhow, so there was really nothing strange about
their leaving. The only thing was that they
,,ere leaving the cavalrymen to fig,ht it out their
own way, and to obey the orders of their officer.
The majority of the men seemed loth to see
:Young Wild West and his friends leave that way,
but they said nothing, probably feeling pretty
sure that the lieutenant would do nothing against
the ,vishes of the young deadshot.
Waving an adieu to them, Wild and his party
rode away, making a straight cut in the clirection Dart said the settlement lay . Three mileS'
fa,·ther on and our friends were treated to something in· the way of a surprise. A yell rent the
air, and out of the woods came the band of redskins Jim had seen approaching!

CHAPTER V.-The Redskins Capture Wild.
The Indians were so close upon Young Wild
West and 11is friends when they burst from the
woods that there was really little chance to put
up a telling fight. If it had not been for the
girls the boys and men might have made a good
sho"ring. But they were afraid to open fire unless the Brules did. The painted fiends did not
do this, hut scatter.eel and surrounded the party,
all the while yelling and brandishing their weapons. Having recovered from his surprise, Wild
singled out fme chief, who sat on his horse in the
backgxound at the edge of the woods, ·a nd called
out:
"Hello, there! Crow Foot, I want to talk to
you."
It is hardly likely that the chief heard the
words, but he saw the motions of the young deadshot and knew what he wanted. He began waving his lrn...'!ds for his braves to keep quiet, and
in a fow ,:econcls the yelling ceased. Then Wild
boldly rode up to the chief.
"\Vhat are you trying to do, Crow Foot?" he
asked cooll y. "I reckon you had better go back
to the reservation. You will surel1y get yourself
in t!·ouble if you don't. The cavalry is after
you."
"Ugh! Young Wild West talk with a tongue
that is crooked," retorted the Brule, his eyes
flashing scornfu.Jly. "Me very glad to get the
great paleface boy and his friends. Iujuns have
plenty fun now."
"So you lmow me, do you?" Wild queried, just
as calmly as thou&"h there was not the least danger threatening him. "Well, I am glad of bhat.
Maybe you'll know how to use me. One thing
about it, you don't dare to harm us. If you
should do that, you would all be cleaned up in
short order."
"Ugh!"
Crow Foot's eyes blazed with a peculiar light.
It was quite evident that he hated the dashing
young deadshot, no doubt 1·emernbering his daring deeds when the Sioux were subdued but a
few months before. Crow Foot had been one of
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their allies, and he had narrowly escaped being
caught by Wild and his partners. Our hero did
not know this much, but he did know that the
chief had seen him before.
"Young Wild West will throw his gun on the
ground," said the chief, after a pause.
Wild obeyed, and as the rifle struck the ground
he spoke sharply to his horse. Spitfh·e bounded
toward the trees like a shot, and the sinewy left
arm of the boy caught the old chief about the
waist, pulling him from the back of his pony as
if by magic. Wild had him behind the trees in
a jiffy, and then he brought his horse to a halt.
"Now, then, Crow Foot, you just order your
braves to let my friends go!" he exclaimed, placing the muzzle of a revolver against the forehead
of the astonished chief. "Do as I say, or I'll put
a hole right through your head!"
Crow Foot gave a gasp as he felt the deadly
tube pressing against his flesh, and when the
words of the bo,y fell upon his ears he knew that
he was pretty close to death.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed.
"Do as I say," commanded Wild.
Already some of the braves were rushing that
wa:y.
"Get back, you red galoots!" shouted the boy.
"Come any nearer and I will blow your chief's
head off! I mean what I say!"
Then the chief called out somethihng in his
own language and instantly a change came over
the redskins. Wild understood what the chief
said pretty well. He knew his commands had
been carried out.
"Charlie," he said, as soon as he saw that the
Indians spread away from his friends, "go on,
all of you. I will come a little later. If I can't,
you will lmow what to do."
"All right, Wild," came the rep,ly.
The neX:t minute they were all on the move, the
redskins watching them in a restless way. Crow
Foot was lying across the neck of Wild's horse,
and as the revolver in the boy's hand was kept
pressed against his head, he saw fit to remain
silent. But Wild knew that if he was going to
get away from them it would be more by good
luck than anything else. The moment he let the
chief go he would be fired upon by the braves,
who were watching him closely. But the trees
He
might enable him to escape the bullets.
glanced ahead and picked out the course that he
meant to follow. But he wanted to allow his
friends to get a safe distance from the spot before he made any move. It surely was an uncomfortable position that the old chief was placed in,
but that could not be helped. Anyhow, Wild ]mew
that he would not hesitn.te to put him in a ·worse
one, if he only got the chance.
"Take it easy, you treacherous old galoot," he
said, as he felt his prisoner trying to get into a
slightly different position. "I reckon you are not
going to get away. If you try it, I'll just press
the trigger of my gun, and then you'll light out
for the Happy Hunting Gl'ounds in a hurry. Just
take it easy."
"Ugh!" grunted the helpless Brule.
Wild was not only watching the band of Indians, but his comp.anions, as well. He saw that
they were rapidly leaving the scene. They had
swung out on the prairie a little, probably so they
might ride into Bud Creek from the left. As tha

.--
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boy thought the matter over, a daring resolve
came into his ihead.
"Why not ride off through the woods and take
the chief with him?"
It would surely be worth trying, as the braves
would be a little careful about shooting at him,
for fear that they would hit the chief. He waited there for fully five minutes and then he resolved to make the attempt. But there were
plenty of bushes and undergrowth in the place,
and the brave boy had been unable to see all that
was transpiring. As he spoke to !his horse to
go forward, two redskins suddenly sprang up
before him. One of them s-eized the sorrel by
the bit •and the other struck a sweeping blow at
Wild with a club. In dodging the blow the boy
let go his hold upon the chief. Crow Foot dropped to the groond, landing on his feet. Crack!
Wild fired at the Indian who had assailed him
just as he was swinging tihe club to make another crack at him. The 1brave staggered back,
shot through the heart. Down he went to rise
no more. Crack! In less than a second he fired
again, this time dropping the brave who had hold
of the sorrel's bit. Then with a mig,hty leap the
n<Yble steed bounded away. But luck was against
the brave bey, it seemed. Spitfire hardly got
twenty feet from the spot when he stumbled over
a rotten log. Wild was thrown over his head,
landing in -a pile of thick bushes. The horse recovered himself and galloped away, and before
our hero could extricate himself from the bushes
!half a dozen redskins were upon him. He made
a desperate fight, but the odds were greatly
against him and he was quickly overpowered and
disarmed.
"Well, I did my best, anyhow," he thought, as
he was dragged out into an open spot. They
!haven't hurt me much, so far, anyhow."
One thing about it, Crow Foot did not seem
inclined to kill the boy jum then. He gloated over
his capture, though, and seemed to be deligihted
beyond measure.
"Young Wild West heap much fool!" he exclaimed, as he stepped up and stood over his helpless captive. "Crow Foot will fix him iby and
by."
"Go ahead, you sneaking coyote!" was the spirited rejoinder. "I am not afraid, and you kncYW
it, Crow Foot. I am not a coward."
"Heap much fool!"
"All right. You can !have it that way if you
want to. But you will find out differentl.'Y', I
guess. Just wait till the soldiers come."
"Soldiers no come. They at the fort; not many
there. Crow Foot know."
This satisfied Wild that they did not know of
the close proximity of the detachment of cavalry.
He wondered whether or not Lieutenant Lacy
would come on that way or stay where he had
left him with his men. If ihe did come on, the
chances of his getting away from the redskins
were good, and if he did not he would have to
depend on his partners. The chief now turned
from him and issued orders to different braves,
who were no doubt those he depended upon to
carry out his command<;. Wild realized that they
meant to camp right there. It was not long before he was dra~ged to a tree and bound to it
in a standing position. From what he could catch
of what was said by the chief the band was to
remain there until they were ready to make a

!aid upon the settlement. But just when they
mtended to make the raid he could not tell.
"If they only let me alone until after it gets
good and dark, I reckon I'll stand a chance," he
thought. "Charlie and Jim will find a way, to get
me out of this, and I hope they do. I don't want
the help of the cavalry in this matter, if we can
get along without it."
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Shows How He Can Fight.
It did not take the Indians long to fix u,p their
camp. They had no teepees to put up, and there
were no squaws or children with them. They did
not even !have a dog, which was oomething
strange, since a band of Indians ·without a lot of
barking curs at their heels was somewhat out of
place. But when Crow Foot and his braves left
~he 1·eservation ~hey ihad to do it in a 'hurry and
m the dead of mght, at that, as they were being
watched by the Indian police. They had succeeded in getting away, and since they had been
free to follow the style of their forefathers they
had slaughtered several whites and burned more
than a dozen ihou,ses. Cattle had been killed by
them, too, and they had plenty of meat on hand
just then.
That they were not afraid of being located was
evident, for a couple of fires were lighted when
the sun was getting low in the west and then the
work of broiling meat was started. The creek
that ran along the settlement two or three miles
to the north of itlhem was right at hand, and the
grass was good at the edge of the woods. Nothing more could be asked for by the Brules. They,
had food and water for themselves, as well as
their horses. Wild was not disturbed for the
best part of an hour. The fact that he had shot
two of the Indians did not seem to set them any
more against ihim than they had been before it
happened. It was not Ulltil it began to grow dark
that the old chief came to him.
"Youn.,. Wild West heap much fool," he said.
"You have told me that already," replied our
hero, in his cool and easy way.
"He great brave; heap much fight."
"Maybe you have got that right, Crow Foot. I
reckon I am not afraid to fight you, or any of
your braves."
"Young Wild West want to fight?" asked the
chief, looking at him expectantly.
"'Yes, I want to fight. Just give me the chance,
that's all."
"Crow Foot give you the chance."
The chief turned and called to a powerful-looking redskin, who, by the head-dress he wore, was
a chief of the minor class. As the Indian stepped forward, Wild saw that he was fully six feilt
in height and that his muscles shone out in bold
relief. He seemed to be a foe worthy of a very
big man, much less a mere boy. But Wild never
once grew uneasy,. It made little ,Ufference to
him how big an Indian was, if he had to fight
him. They were all alike to him.
"Young Wild West will fight Bull Tail," said
Crow Foot. "Bull Tail is the strongest of the
Brules; he great brave."
"All right," answered Wild coolly. "I reckon
I'll give him all he wants. Just let me loose."
The willingness of the young paleface ito fight
the giant Indian surprised those who saw and
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heard him. But they all had heard about Young
Wild West, more or less, and they had put him
down as a wonder in the way, of a paleface boy.
Bull Tail smiled, as though he felt that he would
ihave an easy victory indeed. When Wild saw
that he did not have a single weapon in his belt
he was not a little surprised.
Nine times out of ten Indians fought with
knives when they indulged in duels with whites.
But it was evident that this fellow meant to use
the weapons that Nature ,h ad provided him with,
the same as the hated palefaces were wont to do
when they had difficulties to settle among them,s elves. Bu.t Bull Tail had been educated at the
school on the reservation and he had learned the
ways of the palefaces pretty well. He had taken to boxing and wrestling, and the fact was
that ihe had bested many who thought themselves
pretty well up in this line of business. A word
from the chief and Wild was liberated. He rubbed his wrists and ankles, where the ropes had
served to prevent the free circulation of his ,blood,
and this done, he coolly nodded to the big redskin
and said:
"How are you going to fight, Bu.II Tail?"
"I \vill fight the same as the palefaces fight in
a ring," was the reply, "I will give 'YOU a very
good chance, if you know ihow to fight."
"Well, I happen to know a little about the
game. You are a g-reat deal bigger and heavier
than I am, but I reckon I'll manage to give you.
all that is coming to you."
The redskin smiled. He was what might have
been called a pretty good-looking redskin if he
left the hideous red and' yellow paint off his face
and woni a civili7.ed clress. But in his present
make-up, which was of the barbarous pattern of
his :fighting- forefathers, he looked to be as they
had looked. He motioned for the redskins to
form a ring, which they promptly did, closing up
tightly, so our hero would have no chance to dash
through and make his escape.
But Wild ,had no notion of trying to make his
escape just then. He was bent on lowering the
colors of the young chief, who put himself up as
a fighter. Wild was trained to all sorts of athletic work, and being strong- and active and possessed of a coolness and judgment that could not
be surpassed, he really felt that he could make
shcrt work of the red man. He stepped to the
center of the ring willingly enough.
"What kind of a game is this going to be, Bull
Tail?" he coolly asked, as ihe faced the powerful
Brule.
"Fight as the white men fight in the ring; no
hit when down," was the reply.
"Oh! all right, then. Just say when you are
ready."
"Crow Foot will say the word; then we fight."
"Good! Go ahead and say it, Crow Foot."
"Fight!" exclaimed the old chief.
Tihe Indian advanced toward the boy, his fists
doubled and in quite a boxing attitude. Wild saw
right away that his opponent had learned just
about enough to make a fool of himself with an
expert at the game. While he did not call himself an expert, ,a s compared with a professional
boxer, he did know lots of the tricks that went
with the game. Added to this, he had a way of
always doing the right thing at exactly the right
time, and this was the secret of his success in
that line.
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He kept his hands at his sides, and as the big
Indian struck at him he jumped back out of the
way. A howl of derision went up from the
painted rbraves, they no d()IUbt thinking that he
was afraid of his opponent. But such was not
the case, as the reader knows. As Bull Tail
struck at him again, the boy stepped nimbly
aside, and then as the redskin went past him from
the force of the empty blow, he landed on his
ear with his right, sending him staggering to the
other side of the ring. A simultaneous grunt
came from the Indians. Bull Tail had certainly
received a hard blow. The blood was trickling
from his ear. This served to enrage him, however, and with 'a howl like that of a wild beast
he leaped toward the boy again. Spat! This
time Wild caught him squarely on the mouth, and
it is safe to say that the redskin's teeth would
never be like they were before the blow landed.
He staggered and put both hands to his mouth.
Biff I Our hero caught him one on the ribs, and
with a gasp on his lips, he doubled up like a
jack-knife. Spat! It was a straight left that
Wild sent out this time and it landed squarely on
the jaw of Bull Tail. Down he wenit like a log.
"I reckon that settles him," said Wild, turning
to the old chief. "Is he the best fighter you ihave
got, Crow Foot?"
There was a scowl on the face of the leader
of the Indian uprising, but he made no repl y
jus,t .then. A couple of the braves picked up the
fallen Indian and carried him out of the ring. He
had been beaten fairly, and they all knew it. And
the dashing boy with the long chestnut hair had
done it with the greatest of ease! This was what
surprised them. A word from Crow Foot and
two stalwart braves seized Wild. They did not
attempt to drag him to the tree again, but stood
waiting for further orders. The young deadshot
was now looking for a chance to break awa"
from them and make his escape. It was fast
growing dark antl the light from the blazingcampfire illumined the scene. Just as he wa.;;
thinking of breaking away, the old chief said:
"Young Wild West will fight Little Buck wi t h
hunting knives."
"All right!" exclaimed Wild. "I am ready. Ju st
give me my own knife, and I will soon make Little
Buck sick, I reckon."
The b9y meant to make quick work of it, ancl
then try for his liberty.

CHAPTER VIL-Hop Surprises the Storekeeper.
Cheyenne Charlie did not much like the idea of
leaving Wild with the Indians, and neither did
Jim Dart. But there was nothing else to do under
the circumstances. The girls must be got to t he
settlement, and that was all there was to it. Old
Josh Harper shook his head as they rode away,
but he, too, lmew it was for the best.
The cowboys acted very much as though they
would rather stay and fight it out,. but they looked
to Young Wild West's partners to lead them now,
and they did as the rest did. They rode behind
the two Chinamen, who were leading the two pack
horses, and did what they could to help them .
When they were half a mile from the spot and
found that they were not being pursued, they felt
a little easier.
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"We'll git ther gals to ther settlement, an' then that they got a warm welcome there. The fact
we'll s£e about gittin' Wild, if he ain't able ter git that the dashing young hero was a prisoner with
41way afore that," said the scout. "I reckon this the hostile band worried the honest men there,
is what yer kin call a pecooliar state of 'fairs, and there was not one of them who was not willor somethin' very much like it."
ing to risk his life in going to try and save him.
"It sartinly is," nodded Josh Harper. "Ther But Arietta quickly told them that more could be
red v2rmints give us a big surprise when they done by strategy just then than by a sheer force .
came out of ther woods. Nobody thought they If the men were to ride to the woods and make
an attack on the camp of the Brules the old
was r::o close, I reckon."
"vVi!d will get the best of them, if they don't chief in command might see to it that the young
shoot him down by creeping up behind the trees," deadshot was put to death right away.
said Arietta confidently. "He has been in many
No one believed that Wild had been killed, but
,a wo:s2 scrape than that.
Anyhow, he has got they all felt that he might be if left in the
the rhief in his power, and they won't dare to do hands of the enemy very long. Josh Harper was
anyth:ng while that lasts."
well known at Bud Creek, and he talked with the
They rode on and soon they were quite near men belonging there very earnestly, the cowboys
the settlement. Women and children could be listening and putting in a word occasionally. Havseen, but few men.
ing seen to the horses and supplies they had with
"I reckon most of ther men-folks is away," ob- them, Hop and Wing, the two Chinamen had
serncl Harper, shrugging his shoulders. "That'll nothing to do, so they wended their wary t~ the
make it all ther worse when ther Injuns come ter little store, which was kept by a man from Vermont, so he said.
ma .. e ther raid."
"Oh, there will be enough to keep them off, I
This_ they found out right away, and they also
think," YounR: Wild West's sweetheart -answered. took him to be a very shrewd man. Hop did, any"The \'JlOJ·st thing now is that Wild isn't here."
Wl'!,y, for he was one who took notice of thino-s.
"He'll be with us afore long, an' don't make no Wing did not care muah what kind of a man the
mistake on that," Charlie assured her.
storekeeper was. The Celestials appeared to
As they finally rode into the stetlement they amuse the man considerably, and when he had
were greeted ·warmly by about half a dozen men asked them a lot of questions about Youno- Wild
,4nd a score or more of women and children. It West and his friends he began to grow i little
did rot talre long to explain matters to them, personal.
and then there was much excitement. No one
"What made you fellers leave China?" he queh1:1,cl dreamed that hostile Indians were so close, ried, grinning and looking sharp at them.
whi 0 h sho,,·ed that old Crow Foot had played his
"Um big- ship sail flom Hong-Kong and allee
ca1·d1, well, indeed. Jim Dart quickly found that samee fetchee us," Hop answered; while his
there were only about seventeen men in Bud brother nodded and smiled, as though that was
Creel,: just then. Nearly all those who made their the reason, as a matter of course.
Jivin::· by hunting and trapping were away. The
"Putty smart, ain't yer?" and the storekeeper
boy looked over the ground and came to the con- snapped his eyes.
clusion that two log cabins which were in about
"Velly muchee smartee, so be," Hop ad,nitted,
the rente1· of the little settlement were about the as though he did not care much to let it be
,besl place for the women and children to gather known.
in r-ac,e there was an attack.
"Say, Jeddy," spoke up a lounger, "I reckon
-T~v:re weYe other log cabins around, but no two there ain't nothin' slow about one of them, is
wera as close together as these. He did not say, there?"
anything just then, only to advise the men to keep
"Putty fresh fur a Chinee, I calculate," was
11 w~tch for the redskins.
Jim was pretty sure the reply.
that Crow Foot would not attack the place in the
"Allee samee velly muchee flesh," Hop added,
daylight, anyhow. More of the male inhabitants while Wing passed on and went over to the
of the place would be home by the time darkness blacksmith shop, where the cowboys had gathered.
set i :1, he learned. After he got a chance he
"Huh!" said the storekeeper. "I calculate that
held ,1 consultation with Charlie and Arietta. As you're more than smart, Mister Chinee. What
they had seen nothing of Wild, and he should have are yer grinning about, I'd like ter know?"
eho-,ved l'lP by this time if he had managed to get
"Me no glin; me allee samee laughee, so be.".
,away from the redskins, they were not a little
Then Hop did laugh, and so loudly that the
anxious about him.
cowboys at once started for the store to find out
"I think if he don't come by the time it gets what was going on. Wing was called just then
dark we had better go and look for him," said by Jim Dart, so he wended his way over to where
Arietta.
the party had made its temporary headquarters.
"You kin bet your life on that!" the scout ex- Hop walked on into the store, followed by the
claimed. "It are most likely that he had ter stay crowd that had gathered. The storekeeper snapthere, since ther measly coyotes had a chance ter ped his eyes.
;tit him while he was there a-holdin' ther chief
"Do yer want ter buy somethin' ?" he asked.
over bj.s horse. They've got him, but I don't be"Yes; me likee buy sometling," was the reply.
lie,\,),· tl-ey have done nothin' ter him, not yet."
"What do yer want?"
"Well, ,you and Jim go and see what you can
The man acted as though he doubted it, but
do just as soon as it gets a little dark," the girl when the Celestial drew a handful of gold coins
•aid, after they had talked it over a few min- from his pocket a smile lit up his face.
·utes.
"Me likee buy um nicee clay pipe, so be."
This wa,- a,;;-1·eer! upon. The inhabitants of the
At this the cowb~ys and two or three others
f;ettlement had Most all heard of Y c:mng Wild that had been hanging around the store, broke
.West and his friends, so there was no wonder into a laugh. The storekeeper was anxious to
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get the nickel for a pipe, however, though he had their supper with. They had not given Wild a
expected to fill a much larger order when he saw morsel to eat, but he felt that he could wait a
all the money. He put out half a dozen clay little longer for his supper. Clutching the knife
pipes for Hop to select from. One was soon firmly, he faced his foe. Little Buck showed signs
picked out, and then the money was paid. If the of uneasiness, and noticing it, some of the young
storekeeper had been as sharp as he thought he bucks in the band commented audibly about it.
was, he would have noticed that two pipes were This angered him somewhat, and without waitmissing from those he took out of the box when ing for the -0ld chief to give the word, he darted
he put them back.
at Wild and made a slash to sever one of his
Hop had slipped one up his sleeve right before ears. But the bo.y was watching him, and he
the eyes of all hands, and no one knew it. He cleverly parried the blow. Then he started in to
looked the pipe he had in his hand over carefully make several lightning-like moves and quickly had
and then let it drop upon the floor. Of course his opponent bewildered.
it broke in pieces, but he did not seem to be much
Little Buck danced around on the defensive,
disturbed over it.
unable to understand it all. Wild knew ·h e had
"Me velly soonee fixee," he declared, as he him, so he decided to make good his promise and
knelt down and picked up the pieces.
end it in a hurry. He made a slash, measuring
"You'll do w'hat?" the storekeeper cried.
the distance carefully, and clipped off the end of
"Me allee samee fixee ," was the 1·eplty.
the Indian's nose. It was not much of a piece,
"I'd like ter see yer do it. Why, ther pipe is but he had kept his word, however. Little Bue'.;:
broke in about a dozen pieces."
uttered a savage cry and started at him, regal'il"Lat allee light. You allee samee waitee."
less of putting up any guard. Wild stn1ck the
Hop laid the pieces on the counter and pro- knife from his hand, and then using the open
ceeded to fit them together. He took no pains palm of his left hand, he struck him on the side of
to put the pieces where they belonged, and there the head and sent him to the ground. Then the
was much laughing. Suddenly he threw his big young deadshot made a start and broke through
handkerchief over them, and then holding his the human ring.
hand up in a mysterious way, said:
He ran like a deer through the woods, and be"Me blow on um handkelchief and len um pipe fore the Indians fairly realized what had hapbe allee samee fixee pletty quickee."
pened he was lost to view in the darkness. The
He gave a quick blow and pulled aside the boy knew the way to go, and lightly he ran along
handkerchief. There was a pipe on the counter until ihe came out of the woods on the side oppothat was as whole and sound as the day it was site to that which the settlement was located
made. The cleve1· Ghinaman placed it in his upon. He knew the redskins would think he had
mouth and then walked outside, leaving the cow- gone the other way, and hence he chose this diboys grinning b1·oadly and the rest stn.,.ing after rection. Once outside the woods the boy had
him in blank amazement.
plain sailing, and he ran swiftly. Wild was a
good runner, even though he was in the saddle
the most of his time when he was traveling. He
never once stopped until a mile had been covered.
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Makes His Escape.
No yells came from the Brules after the first
shout cf surprise, and he knew this was because
Wild was quite willing to risk a fight with they did not want to let him know where they
lhrunting knives with any of the Indians. He we,·e. After a short walk, during which he lisknew about all the tricks that went with such a tened intently, the young deads:hot started runduel, and he depended on his agility and coolness ning again. But he took up a gait this time that
to best him. Little Buck stepped out, acting as he could keep up for a long distance, and when
though he did not quite feel as though he was he thought he must be somewhere near the setgoing to have it all his own way. His friends tlement he set out through the timber strip. In
applauded him, however, and this made him put about two minutes the lig-hts in the houses at the
on a confident air.
settlement were before ihim. They were a little
"Little Buck will not kill the paleface boy; he to his left, showing that he had gone a trifle too
will cut off his ears and give them to Crow Foot," far. But this was all the better, for he h2.rdly
thought the redskins would pursue him rirrht to
said the chief.
"And I'll cut off Little Buck's nose and give it the place, unless they were ready to make the
to you," Wild answered, in his cool and easy attack on the settler s. Crossing the creek, he
ihurried around and soon reached a log cabin.
way.
The chief nodded, as though he was well satis- There was no one there, so he went 01:.
"Who's there?" came the sharp call of a man
fied with the arrangement. It mattered little to
Wild whether or not the redskin meant to kill on guard.
"Young Wild West," was the answer.
him, but since he heard Crow Foot say that he
"What?"
was not to be killed, he did not intend to slay the
"That's right. I managed to get here after a
In<lian. But he realliy meant to slice off a bit of
his nose. One of the braves handed the boy his while. Where are my friends?"
own hunting knife, and then he felt like getting
"Over there to ther center," was the reply.
right into the fight. But he had already picked
"I'll get right there, then."
out the way he wanted to go when he made the
Wild found that it was one of the settlers who
break for li,berty, and that was as much in his was doing guard duty at the end of the place. He
mind just then as was the fight.
allowed the man to look him over and then ha
It was now so dark that the only light they hurried to join his companions. The next minute
had came from the fire the redskins had cooked he was met by the girls.
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"Oh!" exclaimed Arietta. "Did you meet Charlie and Jim, Wild?"
"W'hy, no," he answered. "Did they go to look
for me?"
"Yes, about ten minutes ago."
"Great Scotti that's bad work. Maybe they
have run :r,ight into the redskins and got caught.
lit is too bad I couldn't ih.ave got away a little
sooner."
Wild found that things were in good shape
there. A few of the settlers had returned just
before his arrival, and they had helped the others
to put up a barricade between the itwo log cabins
<that had been selected for the women and children to take refuge in. It was 'here that Wild
had met Arietta and the others. He quickly related how he had escaped from the band of redskins, and then he grew anxious to find out where
Charlie and Jim were.
"I reckon I'll have to go and look for them," he
said. "As like as not they have got caught by
the redskins, for they certainly came up this way,
thinking they were on my trail."
It was just then that one of the settlers came
forward and announced that a sorrel stallion had
been found near the rest of the horses.
"Good!" exclaimed Wild. "I had almost for¥Otten about Spitfire. He lit out like a streak
~fter stumbling over the log and throwing me.
lie has got as much sense in that ,vaiy as a hupian being 'has. He knew well that he could not
!help me, so he got away. I'll go and see him."
He found it was Spitfire, sure enough. Where
~e intelligent steed had been all the time, he did
not know, but after a while he had found the
!horses he was used to traveling with, which showed the wonderful instinct he possessed. Wild
,a sked for Hop, who had just returned from the
store, where he had been entertaining the proprietor with his sleight-of-hand, and bade him to
see to the sorrel right away. The boy learned
that Charlie and Jim had gone on foot, so he
.struck out. in the same way, just as soon as he
armed himself and ate something. He was now
pretty will satisfied that his partners had been
caught by the re<lskins, though there was a possibility that they were steering clear of them. They
had been gone fully half an hour when he set out
through the darkness. Wild had not covered more
than a hundred yards when he heard footsteps
behind him. Some one was trying to overtake
!him, so he stopped and waited to find out who it
was.
"l\Iisler Wild, me allee samee likee go 'long, so
ibe," a voice said, in a low tone.
It was Hop.
"All right. Hop; come right along," our hero
an,:wered. "I 1·eckon you might come in handy.
bi,! you fix Spitfire all right?"
"Velly murhee light. Misler Wild. Me knowee
how to fixee Spitfire. He allce samee knowee me,
aPd he likee me h1b him down."
"Yes, I reckon he does know you by this time.
Br'" just keep quiet now. We have got to be
mi ,,.hty careful. for there is no telling but that
some of the redskins are migh1:Jy close by.
"6-.llee light, Misler Wild," Hop whispered.
'l'he two now st.ruck out in t11e direction o-f the
In r':an camp. There was no moon, though the
strn were shining brightly. and they could see
a s::i •e distance ahead. Wild figured on it taking
about half an hour to reach the Indian camp and,
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keeping both eyes an~ ears open, he led the way.
Wpen he came ~o thmk over it, he made up his
mmd that Oharhe and Jim might not have been
caught, after all. It was probable that if they
had not that they were spying on the redskins in
an effort to find out something about him.
There was only one safe way to proceed and
that was to keep along in the shadow of the
woods, so gradually our hero Jed the way there
With'Out making a noise that could be heard mor~
than a dozen yards ahead of them, the two walked
along. Hop had learned to be cautious, and that
was one reason why ~ur hero was willing that he
should accompany him. They went on without
meeting anything in the line of a human being
~nd. at length the campfire of the redskins came
m sight.
CHAPTER IX.-Excitement at the Indian Camp.
, Charlie and Jim had no idea that Wild was gomg to escape without assistance, or they would
not have started out. It was only natural that
they should go, since they were ready to die
fighting to save the dashing young deaclshot they
v.:ere so proud to hail _as their leader. The experience they had ha<l ,vith redskins taught them to
be very cautious, and they had not covered more
than half a mile when they became aware that
there were Indians close by. First they heard
the call of a ~hip-poor-will, which they both knew
was not genume; and then they caught sight of
half a dozen forms flitting along the ground about
a hundred yards -from the dark woods.
"I reckon we've got ter look out, Jim," whisr,ered the sco~1t, as they sank low to the ground.
It sorter strikes me that they've come up this
way lookin' fur somethin'."
. "It does look that way," •Jim answered. "Most
likely they've come to spy on the settlement. They
ought to know that every one there must know
that they are close by, though. They saw us
head that way when we left them."
"Oh, they know that all right. But maybe they
want ter find out how many men is there. That's
most likely it."
They remained right where they were and in
less than a minute they saw half a doze'n forms
go sneaking along over the prairie. This assured
them that they had not been seen. But as they
were under the shadows of the trees at the edge
of the woods, they could hard~y expect that they
had been observecL Signals were freely exchanged by the redskins for the next ten minutes, and
then they got together in a bunch, and after a
short consultation, headed for the camp.
This was the cue for Charlie and Jim to follow
them, and they lost no time about it. The redskins were not -particular as to making a noise
as they walked along, so this gave our two friends
all the better chance to keep close to them. It
seemed to be a rather long time to Charlie and
Jim, but after a while the camp was reached.
The redskins walked into it, while they crept
around into the woods to spy upon it and look
for Wild. When they got close enough to answer
their purpose, they soon became convinced that
the boy was not there. There was no teepee or
anything in that line that he could be hidden in,
and that meant that he had either been disposed
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of by his captors, or had made his escape. Charlie and Jim were inclirn~d to believe that it was
the latter, since they lmew enough of the habits
of the redskins to make them think that they did
not kill a prisoner right away after taking him.
They were on the warpath, it was true, but all
their fiendish instincts were aroused, and they
would naturally go back <to the traditions of their
forefathers and tortuxe their prisoners before
killing them. There was onliy one way to find
out exactly and that was to try and catch something of what was being talked about at the camp.
Leaving Jim crouching behind two trees that grew
up from the same stump, the scout worked hls
way up close to the band. Then he was not long
in learning that Wild had made a dash from the
camp, and that he had succeeded in throwing the
redskins off his track.
Charlie was elated at hearing this. But he felt
that he ought to learn what they proposed to do
in regard to attacking the settlement before be
left, so he settled down and listened. Soonehow
the Brules did not seem disposed to talk about
that matter. After waiti-ng a good ten minutes
the scout crept back to Dart.
"Wild got away," he said, in a whisper.
"Good!" was the reply. "I feel better now,
Charlie."
"So do I. I reckon he must have fooled 'em
putty good, by ther waiy they're talkin'."
"Well, we had better go back, then, I reckon."
"Yes, that's right. Come ahead."
They made their way cautiously from the spot
for a couple of minutes, and then feeling safe,
struck out over the plain for the settlement.
When they got back and found that Wild and Hop
had gone to look for them, they were both surprised.
"Back we go, Jim," said Charlie. "This time
we'll take our ho-rses. I don't much like walkin'
there an' back ag'in."
·
"One of you will be enough to go, I think,"
spoke up Arietta. "I have no doubt that they
will come back as soon as they find that you are
not there, anyhow."
"I want ter make sure about that," the scout
said, shaking his head in a dogged way. "Wild
went after us, an' we'll go after him."
· "But you went after him first, so you're even
on that."
"It don't make no difference; we'll go, won't we,
Jim?"
·
"Yes," retorted Dart. "We might be needed.
If we meet them coming back we can take them
on our horses."
The two soon mounted their horses and set out.
They rode along in the shadow of the woods until they were within a quarter of a mile of the
camp, and then they slackened the speed to a
walk. Both knew that it was dangerous to proceed close to the camp on horseback, so when they
had gone as far as t.1-ie'y thought it advisable, they
dismounted, and leaving their horses with the
bridle reins hanging over their heads, so they
would not stray from the spot, they proceeded as
they had done before. They had passed our hero
without lmowing it when they returned to the
settlement, and now they ·were back again. When
they were ,vithin perhaps a hundred yards of
the camp a shrill yell of alarm suddeney, came to
their ears.
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"Hip hi! Me allee samee goo dee Chi nee! Stoppee !"rang out clear and distinct.
"Ther redskins ihave got Hop!" exclaimed the
scout. "What's ther matter with ther fool, any,ihow?"
"Let's go and find out," suggested Jim.
They both hurried forward in a noiseless manner now. Nothing more was heard from the Chinaman, which meant that he had either quieted of
his own accord, or ihad been made to by the In,dians. It was just then that they saw the outlines of a form running along the edge of the
woods. As dark as it was, they both 1·ecognized
who it was. It was Wild. Charlie gave the hoot
of an owl twice in succession. He could do it so
well that he was not afraid that the redskins
would discover that it was an imitation. The effect was that Wild came toward them, and a faw
seconds later they met.
"What's ther matter with ther heathen, Wild?"
Charlie asked, as soon as they had exchanged
whispered greetings.
"Oh! he insisted on playing a trick on the red
galoots, and I let him do 1t," was the rephy. "We
started to leave the place as soon as we found
that you and Jim were not there; but Hop wanted
to give them ,a taste of his fireworks. As he had
a slow fuse, and we had time to get a quarter of
a mile away before the ,t hing would explode, I
let him go ahead. It took some little time to get
it ready, and just as he lighted the fuse and was
creeping away to join me, one of the redskin
gua.i'<is stumbled over him. They have got him
now, and in about two minutes the fireworks dispLay will take place. I am satisfied that they
don't think that there is ll,Zly one else about, and
they are devoting their whole time to the Chinaman. I was just going to work mv way around
into the woods to the other side of the camp when
I heard your signal."
"Well, we can't go away without Hop, that's
certain," spoke up Jim.
"I reckon not," Charlie declared. "Let's git up
close by afore them fireworks goes off."
The scout wias eager to rescue the Chinaman,
though he made out that he did not like him
generally. The three hurried into the woods and
swung around to approach the camp from the
other side. The fuse must have been slower than
Wild thought, for they managed to get pretty
near where they wanted to before anything happened. Then a loud explosion rang out and the
Indian camp was filled with fl,ying sparks of many
colors, while a hissing sound like that of escaping steam, came to their ears. The three dashed
straight into the camp now. They knew that Hop
must be bound, and bent on getting him away
from his captors, they took a great risk. The
flying sparks illumined the scene for a good distance around, and when they saw the Chinaman
tied to a tree they all bounded forward. The
Brules, startled by the extraordinary dis:)lav. had
bed from the camp, and before the his;;iwi' and
fliying sparks had ceased Hop was cut fre~ and
dragged into the bushes.
"Come on!" said the scout. "Our horses is close
by."
They ran swiftly for the place where the horses
had been left, and, reaching them, mounted The
next minute the two steeds, with their double
loads were galloping for the settlement.
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CHAPTER X.-'Dhe Fight on the Plains Begins.
The Chinaman's trick had won. The Indians
had been fooled once more, and Young Wild West
and his companions got saf~ly back to the settlement. The girls were very anxious about them,
and when they found that they all came back together there was a general rejoicing. With Young
Wild West with them the settlers felt easier, and
they were ready to do as he told them. But the
night passed away and the redskins did not make
the attack.
"They're tryin' te.r m11ke us think that they've
give it up, I reckon," said Cheyenne Charlie.
"But that thing won't work. If they don't come
here putty soon, I guess we'll have ter go there."
"It looks that way, Charlie," our hero nodded.
It was just before sunrise. The two were
standing on a little knoll in the settlement, looking in the direction of the spot where the hostile
Brules camped. In a minute or two they were
joined by some of the settlers, who had feared
that th~y: would be attacked just before daylight,
and who had slept but little in consequence.
"What are yer goin' ter do about ther Injuns,
Young Wild West?" one of them asked. "I wish
this here thing was over. I've got my traps ter
'tend ter, so I kin git ther bread an' butter what
ther children eats. Of course I wouldn't go away
a s long as I thought there was ther least danger
ter 'em, an' you kin bet that I'll spill my last
drop of blood fightin' fur 'em!"
"That's the way to talk," Wild retorted. "WeI.1,
if the redskins don't come to us we'll have to go
to them. I am like you, I don't 1believe in staying
in suspense. I reckon we can rake up about
twenty-five, all told, and go out and rout the redskins. We might be able to take them by surprise in the woods, and then it would be pretty
easy."
"How many of 'em did yer say they was?" one
of the others asked.
"Oh! seventy-five or eighty."
The questioner shook his head.
"A little too many of 'em, I think," he said.
"Not that we couldn't whip 'em in ther end, but
some of us would have ter go under, an' that
means there'd be widders an' orphans here in Bud
Creek."
Wild understood the feelings of the men prettiy
well. He did not mean to rush them into any
danger without it was necessary.
"Get your breakfast," he said to them. "Then
we'll try and find out what is best to be done."
As our friends had not told them ihow close the
detachment of cavalry was, the settlers of c-o urse
knew nothing about Lieutenant Lacy and his men.
But they wanted to win without the aid of them,
if they could, for all were agreed that Lieutenant
Lacy had acted the part of a jealous child. Josh
Harper and the cowboys were dead against him,
though they declared that they liked the cavalrymen under him all right. The old plainsman was
one of the really plucky kind.
"V!ild," said he, "I reckon we had better go
out an' git ther Injuns in a skirmish. Stirrin' 'em
u.p will be about ther proper thing jest now."
"I rather think you are right, Josh," was the
,·ep1y. "If tbe boys are willing we will take a
:title out on the prairie and try it at long range."

"Oh they're willin' enough. Yer kin bet on
that!"'
As soon as they had eaten breakfast the cowboys began saddling their horses. The men belonging to the settlement looked at them in surprise.
"Where are yer goin' ? " one asked.
"Goin' out lookin' up Injuns," Josh Ha;rper answe1·eJ.
"Jest you fellers?"
"Yes, ain't that enough? Young Wild West is
goin' ter lead us, an' he's as good as any ten men
yer ever seen."
"Maybe some of us had better go along with
yer."
The man, who was a trapper, seemed willing to
help all he could. But Wild knew that they
would a great deal rather stay right there and
defend their families, so he did not let any of the
settlers accompany them. . With his two partners, Josh Harper and the four cowboys, he set
out to try and draw the Indians into a skirmish.
Wild decided to go through the woods and approach the camp from the other side, so it was
not long before they were lost to the view of
those in the little village. Hop Wah wanted to
go with them, but Wild had ordered him to remain right there and look out for the girls, in
case he was needed.
Somehow a peculiar feeling came over our hero
after he reached the timber with his companions.
He could not help thinking that something was
wrong. But there was certainly nothing wrong
with the party. The men were eager to get at
1Jhe redsldns and whip them.
"Boys," said the young deadshot, "I wouldn't be
surprised if we had a liveliy time of this before it
is over."
"I reckon we ought ter handle seventy-five or
eighty redskins, Wild," the scout answered.
"That's right enough, too. But suppose more
of them come?"
"That's so. I never thought of that."
"It has just struck me that old Crow Foot
might be waiting for more redskins to come,
otherwise he would surely have attacked the settlement last night."
"That's right," said Dart, shaking his head. "I
could see that you was thinking seriously about
something. Is that what it was, Wild?"
"Yes; a feeling. came over me a little while ago
that something was wrong. I reckon that is what
it was. I had it in my head that the redskins
were going to be reinforced, but it had not come
Q1Ut yet. I feel better now."
The strip of timber was right across a rolling
plain, and it not tbeing over a mile in width, our
friends soon reached tl:re other side. The sun being up, it was a glorious sight to look over the
long stretch of short green grass. But there
was nothing in sight for our friends just then.
They had other business on hand. As Young Wild
West called ·a halt and placed ihis hand over his
eyes to shade them from the sun, he saw something in the distance that caused a feeling of uneasiness to come over him. Horsemen were approaching, if he knew what he saw, and a lot
of them, too!
"Do you see anything, boys?" he asked, turning to his companions, who were all looking in
the same direction as he had been.
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"I reckon so," the scout answered. "About
fifty Injuns, if I know anything about it."
"As sure as you live, Charlie!" Dart exclaimed.
The others saw the horsemen, too, and it had
not taken them more than a couple of minutes to
agree that they ·were Indians. There were just
about fifty of them, as near as they could judge,
and they were evidently following the trail of
Crow Foot's band. With fifty armed redskins
added to the band, the old chief would surely
make short work of the settlers. Our hero now
understood why Crow Foot had not made the attack during the night. He must have expected
the others to come and join him.
"Vvell, what are yer goin' ter do, Wild?" Cheyenne Chai-lie asked, shrugging his shoulders and
showing that ihe was just a bit uneasy.
"I reckon we'll have· to ride out and meet this
gang," ·was the reply. "We mustn't let them join
the others. If they do, there will be the hardest
kind of fight ahead of us. Even if Lacy comes
along with his men it won't be an easy thing. I
wonder where the fool is keeping himself, anyhow? If he waits for me to send word for hlm
to come, he ·will stay there forever."
"That's right, Wild," nodded Jim. "He knows
what he should do, and since he has questioned
your right to advise him, and you oove parted
company, let him do as he plell;ses about it. I
reckon we can drive off the redskins that are coming this way, if we find out that they are on
the warpath, and mean to join old Crow Foot's
band."
"There's only eight of us, but if we can't do
it no twenty men kin!" the scout declared.
"Come on, then," said our hero. "We'll ride
out · and meet them. I.reckon it won't take long
to find out what they are up to."
That settled it. They all left the woods and
rode at a swinging lope to meet the band of redskins that was approa~hing in the distance. The
sun shining in their faces caused our friends to
be unable to see as far as they otherwise might
have done, and this made the redskins much
nearer to them. The fact was they were not more
than five miles away when they set out to meet
them. By the time five minutes had passed they
were close enough to observe the movements and
actions of the band.
It ·was evident that the redskins did not know
exactl:v what to do. -But as they kept on riding
towarcl them the band suddenly spread out in the
shape of a fan and came galloping toward them.
"That means fight," s:ciid Wild coolly. "Now,
boys, get ready for business. Don't let any of
them get too close to you. The majority of them
have rifles and there might be some very good
shots among them."
Not until thev were within half a mile of each
other did the Indians begin firing. And the moment they did Young Wild West gave the word
to answer the fire, and not to waste a111y lead.
The four cowboys had no rifles, but the rest had,
and for the next two or three minutes the air
was rent by the sharp cracking. The redskins
fell rii;ht and left, showing how well our hero
and his partners could shoot.
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tack from the Indians. After \Vild and his partners had set out with Harper and the cowboys,
it occurrad to Arietta that in case the Indians did
make the attack the store would be their objective point.
"I think we had better purchase what provisions
we need right now," she said to Anna and Eloise.
"Maybe we will be fixed so we can't get what we
want by and by."
"That is right," the scout's ,\Fife answe:red. "We
have money enough to buy what is needed, I
think."
"Oh, tyes. ':,.

Arietta called Wing, and he soon told just what
was needed to replenish their stores. The girl
made items of them on a piece of pape1·, and than
calling Hop, gave him the necessary money and
told him to go to the store and make the purchases. Hop went over to the store, ordered the
things sent over to the camp, and then walked
out. He had scarcely got outside when a man
came running hurriedly toward the store.
"Ther Injuns is comin'!" he shouted. "Git
ready, boys!"
Hop ran swiftly for the camp. But the girls
knew what was the matter before he told them,
and there was much excitement. The women and
children were hurrying to get into the two lo,g
cabins and the men were getting ready for their
red-skinned foes.
"It is too bad that Wild is not here," said Arietta. "I don't know how we are going to make
out without him."
"Maybe he will be here before long," Anna anSYre1·ed. "It can't be that they went very far
away."
"Well, I know what I will do. I will go and
find Wild and the rest and bring them here to
save the settlement."
"It is too much of a risk, · Arietta," declared
Eloise, who was the most timid one of the three..
"I cm1't help that; I must go. Something has
got to •b e done. The red villains are at the edge
of the woods, the other side of the creek and
there is no telHng what minute they n;ight come
clashing into the settlement. I must get Wild
here."
There was no dissuading the girl when she once
made up her mind to a thing. She ordered Hop to
fetch her horse, and he lo,st no time in obeying.
With her rifle shmg over her shoulder and a
brace of revolvers in her belt, t.he brav~ girl
mounted her steed. Not until she we.s le:i.ving
did the men of the settlemenit realize what she
was up to.
"Look out what you do, gal!" one of thr,m called
out. "Yer mig-ht git catched. Ther varmints
ain't more'n a couple of hundred yards from ther
last house down there."
She waved her hand for an answe1· and then
rode swiftly away, taking the trail Wild and his
companions had followeq.
Arietta had hopes of reaching the woods without being seen biy the Brules, and when she did
get there and heard nothing from them, sihe
thought she had done so. Through the timber
she rode as fast as she could. But before she
was halfway throl1gh a yell sounded
half a
CHAPTER XL-Arietta Goes to Look for Help. dozen mounted braves bore down upon and
her. There
Our friends bad pitched their tents right near was littte chance of escape, for whe~ s!1e turned
the spot that had been fortified against an at- to go the other way she was met by a dozen mor&
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Drawing a revolver, she opened fire on those in
her way. Crack! crack! Two of them fell in a
hurry. But it was no use. She could not get
tl1rnugh, and in a very few seconds she was seized
J-y a brave, who managed to swoop down upon
I.er, and lifted iher from her horse.
The horse was caught about the same time, so
!here was no chance for him to go galloping back
~.::d let it be known that his young mistress had
1 een captured. Old Crow Foot had moved up
close to the camp but a few minutes before the
;-irl set out on her en-and. It wa,s true that 'he
],ad expected to be joined by more braves, and
Pven now he had a scout out looking for '!:hem.
They were Sioux Indians, who had agreed to meet
J, im near Bud Creek that morning. The chief
<lid not know just how man1y of them would
rome, but he had assurances that there would be
quite a number. Though he had permitted the
·~ ettlers to see that his braves were close to the
settlement, Crow Foot did not mean to make the
?ttack until ihis Sioux allies an-ived. He knew
that the men, who were fighting for all they held
dear, would be· desperate, and that meant that
nany of his braves woul<l !<O under before the
},ouses could be burned and the women and chilrlren butchered. It was more than pleasing to
the villainous old chief to get possession of the
r'·ettv white girl. He had been watching- when
~he left the settlement, and it was he who had
directed the arrangements to capture her.
"Paleface mai,len bean much smart," he said,
iis Arietta was led to the s-pot where the band
was quartered while waiting for their allies. "She
go look for help."
"That's right, you old villain!" retorted Arietta
boldly. "But don't think that help won't come.
It is very close at hand."
"Help come too late. Pretty soon plen1ly Sioux
r<'me to help Brules. Then the palefaces will all
1
c ie and we will burn the houses and take everything- we want. Monev, things to eat, paleface
,.. omen and everything!"
The brave g-irl paled slig·htly. Since sl1e saw
J 0thing of Wild and the rest around this part of
the woods, it occurred to her that they mie:ht
have been attacked by the other band the chief
spoke of. Tf they had been surprised it was
likely that they had either been killed or captured. otherwise they would have shown up before this. But ' ,1is question was soon settled, for
iust then the S<;out the chief had sent out came
in. He renorted that Broken Hoof and fifty Sioux
lbraYes were less than four miles awaiy, and that
they were having a fight on the plains with
Young Wilrl West and some men. Young Wild
West was holding them off, so they dared not
make a dash to join the Brules, so he said; and
though there were but eight of the palefaces, they
:had much the best of the fight, so far, they not
havi-,,g lost a man.
The scout spoke in English, so Arietta heard
~nd understood every word ' ' -<; was said. The
girl was delighted to lean,
t her lover and
his companions were alive. ~.. ,.e had enough confidence in them to believe that they would whip
their foes. evsn if there were fiftiy of them. And
if t.h..- 1k..iles meant to wait until they were joinu1 by the Sioux there was a good chance that
the Eettlement might be saved. But when she

thought of the position she was placed in, she
grew decidedly uneasy again.
"I must get away," she thought. "I must make
a dash for it. There is but one thing to do no,v,
and that is to go and get the cavalrymen. Wild
would not do this, I know. But I will. I must
save the settlement."
While she had been <lisarm.ed, the girl had not
been bound. She was right in the midst of the
band of savage red men, however, and it looked
to be an impossibility to get away from them.
But there was her horse tied to a tree, but a
dozen feet from her, and once upon his back ,:he
might dash off and elude them, providing she
could do something that would attract their attention in another direction. She thought for a
full minute, and then she decided upon a plan
of action.
"Here comes Young Wild West!" she shouted
suddenly; and, pulling a knife from the belt of
the brave nearest her, she darted forward in a
direction that was almost opposrite to where her
horse was, But as those before her reached out
to catch her, she turned and ran for the hol·se.
The redskins had been fooled, and they were
watching for Young Wild West to appear. This
enabled the girl to reach her horse. One stroke
of the knife cut the rope that held the white
steed with remarkable e2 ~e, and Arietta sprang
upon his back. Off sp.e w,~nt through the woods,
almost before the Brules ]:new what she was up
to. Some of them did not know that she had
gone at all, but were expecting to be shot at any
moment.
Arietta smiled at her successful ruse. She
knew that she had a chance now, for her horse
was a swift one. She had a good start, too. But
there was bound to be a pursuit, and before she
had gone very far she hea1·d the clatter of hoofs.
But the Indians did not utter their savage iyells,
strange to say. Arietta lmew why this was, however. They did not want to let the settlers know
what was going on.
"You have got to be good ones to catch me!"
she exclaimed, under her breath. "Unless you
shoot my horse, you won't do it."
But no shots were fired at her, and fina!J.y
when she got through the woods, with her nearest pursuer more than a hundred yards behind
her, she let her horse out for all he was worth,
heading in tl1e direction they had left the cavalry
the afternoon before. Arietta could see the end
of the strip of timber away ahead, and knowing
that there was the spot ·where the cavalry was
camped, if they had not moved, she rode with
the speed of the wind. Gradually her pursuers
were left behind. The white broncho was a good
one, and he was showing just what he could do.
It was only about ten or twelve miles :(rom the
settlement to the camp of the cavalrymen, and
when Arietta had covered three-fourths of the
distance she looked back and saw that her nearest
pursuer was over a mile behind her. The girl
laughed.
"I guess you want a better horse than that one
to catch me!" she exclaimed. "Young Wild West
rides the swiftest horse in the world, and he has
to have good ones for his friends to ride, or they
would never keep up with him."
Ten minutes later Arietta sighted the camp of
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the cavalrymen. As she dashed up, the men
sprang- to their feet and looked at her eagerl!y.
"What does this mean?" cried Lieutenant Lacy,
as he sprnng forward to assist the girl to dismount. "Do you bring orders from Young Wild
West?"
"No," replied Arietta, ignoring his offer of assistance and dismounting. "I am pursued by Indians. Look out for them!"

CHAPTER XII.-Arietta and the Lieutenant.
The lieutenant looked at Arietta in amazement.
"iVhat!" he cried. "Indians pursuing you?"
"Yes, but only a few. They are over a mile
away. It might be a good idea to send three or
four of your men to give them what they deserve."
"I am under the orders of Young Wild West,"
was the reply. "I sihall have to wait_until I hear
from •him before I move from here."
"Oh! is that so?"
The girl's eyes flashed.
"Yes, miss, that is so. I have the order from
the colonel to that effect."
"Don'rt talk to me like that, you miserable coward!"
The lieutenant's face colored, and he started
back, involuntarily laying his hand on the hilt of
his sword.
"That's right! You would almost strike a woman, I believe!" cried the girl, her e~1 es flashing
more than ever. You say you can't do anything
unless it is the order of Young Wild West. Why
did 1you try to igrnne him and cause him to quit
you~ company? You are a lieutenant now, but
I promise you that you will be redncecl to nothing- when we get back to the fo1't. Now, then, f
tell you to send two or three men to meet the
Indians who pursued me. Do you hear what I
say? It is not Young Wild West who is g-iving
the order, but I am his sweetheart, and I th.ink I
have something to say !"
The officer turned from her and promptly ordered five of the detachment to mount and ride
back to meet the Indians. The cavalrymen were
more than glad to do this, for shce they had
remained idly in th~ r.amp they had all come to
the conclusion that the t't~...-:.~r had made a fool
of himself, and t1rnt Youn/!' Wild West had been
strictlv in the right in all he had said ,a nd done.
It was 111ot long before the cracking of rifles
sounded, and a little later the five cavalrymen
came galloping back.
"There were three of them, and we got them
all," was the report.
"They shot at us first, Lieutenant."
"Very well," was the reply.
Arietta had remained silent during this time,
but she now stepped up to Lacy and said:
"The settlement of Bud Creek is like1y to be
attacked at any time, sir. About seventy Brules
are in the woods within a hundred yards of the
outskirts, and there are very few men there to
defend it. Out on the prairie Young Wild West
and seven others are fighting a band of fifty
Sioux. I don't want you to go and help Young
Wild West, but I do want you to help me save
the settlement."
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"That is what we started from the fort to do,
miss. But it was all left in the hands of Young
W<ild West. I am to obey his orders, and if he
is not here to give them, it is not my fault."
Lacy was certainly going crazy, his men
thoug·ht. He was so jealous at having a -l>oy put
0\ er him that he could not restrain his true
feelings. But he had one to deal with now, who
was neither a man nor a boy. She was nothing
but a young girl, but she was the sort who always make it a point to have their own wa,,, in
matters. Arietta had no fear of the oonseql:ences,
so she turned to the men and exclaimed:
"Come with me and save the settlement. The
lives of helpless children depend on yon. If
your command:n;; officer has gone crazy. it does
not say that you must let innocent children l>:i
slaughtered. Come with me! If Lieutenant T_,acr;
attempts to interfere, I will shoot him dead in his
tl·acks!"
S·he took the big cavalry pistol that hung at
the side of the cavalryman nearest to her a~ she
spoke and pointed it at Lacy's heart. It ," as a
startling tableau. Lacy never forgot the loo~, in
the girl's eyes as long as he lived. But he came
to his senses just then, and, turning to his men,
cried out:
"I am wrong, boys! Do l:'S the girl says. I
:have made a fool of myself, and I am not asha ..·1ed to own it before you all."
"ii.hi" exclaimed Arietta. "That sounds better,
I must say."
The brave girl h2d won, anrl she was sa.tisfied.
But her feelings towDrcl the offi('er had not changed any, however, Sh~ meaut to tell him something· after the trouble was over. Seeing tlrnt
her horse was rested ::;ornewhat, she went to hi1>1
to mount. The com::rand came from the Jie·,i:e.1ant for the men to mo•mt. Then he l asteT1e;l v.s
thongh to assist the girl, but she motioned hi,11
aside.
"l can get along without any assistance," she
said.
T.he man's face rer\rlPned.
"I am keeping rig-ht on making a fool of myself, I see," he said.
•
Arietta made no reply. But she certainly
th-oug,ht he was rig-ht in what he sairJ . In a ve:-y
few minutes the detachment was on the vmy to
the settlement, Arietta riding well toward the
rear and out of the wav of the lieutenant. When
they were about half the distance to the plar.e a
horseman was seen approaching from awa1y off to
the left. Arietta was 111ot long in recognizing who
it was. It was Hop Wah.
"I suppose he has t1hought about getting the
cavalry to come," she thought; "and fearing that
I would not be able to reach them, he has starter!
out, takin_g a route that would keep him out of
sight of the Indians. Hop is a brave fellow, if
he is a Chinaman. He knows just what to do in
critical times, which is something a whole lot of
others don't know."
The horseman rapidly neared them, the cavalrymen watching- him with no little interest. It
had been discovered that he was ~ Chinaman, and
they all knew that he must be one of the two
ibelo11ging to Young Wild West's party.
It was the truth that Hop had been gambling
with the cavalrymen at a time when things were
7
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still near the settlement, but that they had not
quiet around the camp before Wild's party ha<l
separated from the lieutenant's men_ and had w:on
considerable money from them with the trick
dice he fooled them with. Wild had cautioned
them about gambling with the Chinaman, had
made Hop give the ·cavalrymen back their money
and exposed the Chinaman's deceit at the time.
A mile farther on the Chinaman joined them.
It was Hop, of course. Wing would never do
:;rnything like that, as he did not know enough.
Hop had worried a whole lot after Arietta left
the settlement, and, fearing that she might not
succeed, he mounted his horse and went by a
roundabout way, so as to escape being seen by
the redskins, to hunt for the cavalry. When he
ca.--ne in sight of them the Chinaman was more
than pleased, as might be supposed. But when
he found tihat Arietta ,n:s with them he could
scarcely conta,in himself.
Arietta did not hesitarte to tell him all that had
happened, for she tho~ght as much of Hop as if
he had been an American. She knew how true
he wa s to Young- Wild West and his friends, and
that was why she took him into her confidence.
She told him how the lieutenant had acted, and
as that officer happened to be listening, he took
exception to it.
"You have no right to belittle me to · a mere
Chinaman, miss ," he sa.id, speaking in a respectful way but showing how angry he was, nevertheless.
"I have a righ_t to talk to whom I please," the
girl retorted, and the flash vrns in her eyes again.
"Very well; I shall sa.y no more."
"Please don't."
It was evident that Arietta had learned to desuise the lieutenant. But she certainly could not
be blamed. The man was either crazy or a rascal. There was no other way to look at it. Hop
bad-sense enough to kee;:i sil ent, as far as speaking about the lieutenant was concerned, so they
rode on, he telling Arietta that the Indians were
aittacked dt when he left.
"They won't do th~t unless they are joined by
the band that Wild is fighting," she assured him.
"I heard what their plans were when they had
me in their power."
"Ley havee you, but lev no k eepee 'YOU, allee
samee me lastee nig;ht, Missy Aretta," he said.
"Misler Wild and Misler Charlie and Mi·sler Jim
aUee samee gittee me after um fireworks go · off.
But you allee samee gittee 'way with nobody to
helpee you, so be."
"Yes, I did it myself, Hop. I h2.d to do something, so I tried the best thing I knew. I thought
if I made out that vVild was coming, the Inclia.ns
would get scared and look that way, and it worked like a charm."
"Velly goodee, me tlink, Missy Alietta."
It was just then that the cracking of firearms
sounded.
"The attack has begun!" exclaimed Arietta.
"Faster, men!"
The cavalrymen, ignoring the lieutenant entirely, rode after the girl and the Chinaman, leaving him in the rear. As t'hey neared the collection of log cabins and shanties they saw one of
those nearest tho woods burst into flames.
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"They are at it!" exclaimed one of the cavalrym,en. "I-luny up, bo,ys! "
The sh oot'.ng was something fierce now, and
the smoke soon shut out all view of the houses.
But with Arietta in the lead the cavalry approached at a rapid pace. Surely the ·girl was
going to save the settlement. Crang! crang!
Crack, crack, crack! Cra-c-ck ! The reports of
the firearms were almost deafening now, showing
that ,t he brave settlers were fighting at their best.

CHAPTER XIII.-\Vild and Friends Beat
Indians.
Young Wild West knew that in order to get
the best of the hand of Sioux they must keep
them at a distance, and then pick 1..he~n off gradually. The1·e happened to be a holJo,.v spot on
the plain, and toward this our hero and h:s companion galloped.
"Boys, if we can make them think that they
have got us where they want us, they will keep
riding around in circles and wastfrtg their ammunition. Jingo! If there isn't a couple of big
rocks there! Just the p1are, bovs!"
The hollow was soon reached. They quickly
dismounted.
"Down vrith the horses!" cried Wild. "We must
not expose them."
His own horse lay down the minute he received
the command. The rest were finally induced to
do so, and then they we1·e ready to keep the Tedsk'ns busy for a while. Already threa of them
had been shot. Ju st as Wild sa'd they wo:1ld, the
Sioux braves began riding around in cir~Jes, firing a;t the hollow as they did so. The diTt was
chipped up all around them, but the bullets failed
to reach them.
"Take your time, boys," cautioned Wi 1d, as the
old hunter raised his rifle to fire. "Don't miss a
sho-t. The galoots manage to keep on the outside of their horses as they go around. but you
can nail one now and then if you wat(!h s'.1arp."
Crang! Josh Harper fired just then, and one
of tihe Siou.x dropped. Crang! Cheyenne Charlie
tried his luck, and he got his man, tco. Another
volley came from the redskins; bnt the result was
the same. Our friends kept low rlown. Then
Wild and Jim botth got in an effective shot, and
seeing two of their men go down at once, the
Indians became enraged enough to JYJ.ake a
straight dash for the hollow, hoping, no doubt, to
quickly clean out the palefaces. But this was
¥?here they made a mistake. Our hero and his
companions opened on them and they v,cnt clown
right and left. They were glad enough to turn
and gallop away.
"I reckon that sorter took some of ther starch
out of 'em," said the scout, smiling grimly.
"It certa.inly did," ans,Yere<l Wild. "Thev'll hold
a consultation now and try to think of some other
way to get us out of heTe."
It was fully twenty minutes before the Sioux
tried it again, and they met with a worse reception this time.
"I reckon that makes a round dozen less of
them," said our hero, as they beat a retreat for
the second time. "If they are wise they will
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give it up and go back to the reservation and sur·
render themselves to the soldiers."
But they did not leave. They kept trying irt;
every twenty minutes, until about nearly an hour
had passed. As ret our friends had not been
touched by a bullet, which showed what a snug
place the hollow was. They all lmew when to
expose themselves, and when not to. The Indians
had been very cautious, too, and but two or three
more of them had been dropped. But suddenly
out of the woods came the Brules.
"Now, I reckon we'll get it good and hot, boys,"
said Wild. "Keep cool, everybody, and don't
.
waste any shots."
But when they saw the Sioux ride to meet the
braves under old Crow Foot, Wild thought it advisable to get awruy. T~1ere was no telling what
the redskins would do if they made a combined
rush for the hollow. Watching theo.r chance, they
made their horses get up, and, mounting them,
rode away out on the plain. Wild soon saw that
the Sioux were all leaving the place to join the
Brules. The two bands ·were a couple of miles
apart, and the Brules soon came to a halt and
waited for their allies to come up.
"I reckon we had better get over to the settlement," said Wild. "They mean to attack it, I am
sure, and with that big crowd they will_probably
do some harm."
They watc:hed them until the two bands met,
and then when they saw them all turn and ride
slowlv to the woods, om· hero proposed that they
ride around to the right and try and spy upon
their movements.
"That's ther funniest thing I ever seen!" Char.lie declared, as they were riding ,along. "I don't
understand why they all didn't come fur us an'
try ter git us."
"Old Crow Foot is a foxy chief," Wild answered. "He knows that a good many of them would
drop before theiy ever got us, so he thinks it
will pay better to tackle the settlement. There
will be more in it 'for him, I suppose."
"If they go tei:; ridin' right :in, shootin' as they
go, they'll sartinly make things mighty warm
fur them what's there," observed Josh .H arper.
"Well, we'll fix it so we get there the same
time they do," said Wild. "Then I reckon we'll
make them move lively. If we open fire on their
flank theiy will soon want to quit.''
They rode around for a mile or two and then
headed for the woods, where the Indians had
just disappeared. The settlement being so close
by, Wild was not afraid to ride up close to the
hostiles, so when they got pretty near the spot
where they had disappeared he sdmply slowed
down to a walk and listened. By this time nearly two hours had elapsed since they first set out
from Bud Creek. It was only a mile from them
now, and if they heard any sho-oting they could
soon get there. When he thought they we:re close
enough, Wild dismounted.
"Stay right here," he said. "I want to see jru;,t
where they are."
He moved away, and following the trail the
ponies had made, he soon siaw the whole lot of
the red demons engaged in a pow-wow. He
watched them a few minutes and then turned to
go back. But just then they all arose and made
for their horses.
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"I've got to get back," thought the boy. "I
will--"
"Ugh!"
A Sioux brave stepped in front of him with a
gun leveled straight at him.
"Jiello, Redskin!" said Wild, quickly recoverin,,.
"'
himself. "What's the matter with you?"
1'he boy easily guessed that the fellow was one
of the guards, and tha.t he had spied him and
expe~ted to take him a prisoner. But Wild did
not mtend to let him take him a prisoner, just
the same.
"Paleface boy hold up hands!" said the Si0ux
stepping forward until the muzzle of the gu~'
which was an old-style muzzle-loader, almo;;t
.
toue'hed the boy's breast.
. Wild held up his hands. But the moment l-;e
got them up ihe brought them do,Yn again, and
th':! gun went flying from the Indian's hands.
v\:ild had done it so quickly that the su:rprise<l
Sioux had no chance to press the trigger. If he
~d done S? the bullet would have gone in the
air, for Wild was but the fraction of a secor,d
in getting the muzzle a,Y'a y from his breast. Not
m~ny would have tried such a thing, for tha
slightest pressure on the trigger by the reclski'.l
would have sent a bullet into his breast. fart
1Yilcl had a way of doinir things that was quite
different from that of the average man or boy.
He took all kinds of chances and relied on his
coob?ss and al;>ility to car_ry him through. S1)at!
He hit tl~e In~an_ a blow m the mouth just as he
was movmR his lips to let out a yell. Down he
went in a he2p. Before he could get up, a revolver was pressed against his temple.
"You come with me, and don't you make a
sound, either," "Wild said, a ~sistiI!g liim to his
feet. "I reckon you made a mistake in tack!,ing
me, didn't you?"
"Young Wild West heap much' brave," was the
1·ep!•y, in a low tone of voice.
"Oh! you krww me, do you?"
"Yes, me know. Young Wild West heap much
fight; heap much shoot. Me good Injun · like
'
Young Wild West."
"Well, if you like me you will have no obiection to coming with me, then. Come on, Redskin."
The Sioux went along ,vithout a protest. He
knew it would be useless, no doubt. Wild led him
to where ihds companions were awaitin.g.
"I've got one, boys," he said. "Tie him up,
Charlie. We'll take him with us. I reckon we
haven't any time to lose, either, for the whole
crowd of redskins is getting ready to make 'a
rush into the settlement."
Charlie lost no time in disarming the redskin
and binding his wrists together. Then Jim took
him on his horse with him and they rode around
to get into Bud Creek. Just as they were crossing the creek the allied forces burst from the
woods, yelling and firing as they came.

CHAPTER XIV.-Conclusion.
The Indians were ahead of our friends, and before they could get to j;hem one of the shanties
was set on fire. Some of the fiends were there
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for the sole purpose of kindling fires, while the
o·. hers did the slaughtering. As the redskiins
neared the center of the little village the firing
Lecame terrific and the smoke became so thick
that they could hardly be seen. Young Wild West
led the way into the thick of the fray.
"Give it to them, boys!" he shouted. "Make
every shot tell!"
When tl1ey got behind the barricade theiy aH
dismounted. Then the shooting became stronger
than ever. Wild was looking for old C1·ow Foot.
He wanted to get him, for without him the redskins would not fight so desperately. He ran
around behind one of the cabins and was just in
time to see half a dozen of the villains running
up to set fire to the one nearest to it. Crack!
Wild fired and one of them, who had a lighted
torch in his hand, dropped. But just then something unexpected happened. The prisoner Jim
had brought in on his horse had in some unexplained manner liberated himself, and picking up
a heavy bludgeon, which had been dropped by
one of the settlers, he rushed up behind the boy
and dealt him a blow. It was lucky for our hero
that he moved his head just then, or his brains
would have been crushed. As it was, he was sent
to the ground, unconscious from a slanting blow
whi~h grazed the side of his head only.
It was at this moment that the clatter of h.oofs
sounded and u.p dashed the cavalrymen, Young
Wild West's sweetheart in the lead. As Arietta
rode around the cabin in advance of the cavalry
she saw Wdld lying on the ground apparently
dead. She uttered a scream as one of the redskins raised a club to strike the helpless form on
the ground. It was the same redskin who had
felled our hero that Arietta saw with the upraised club. As the scream rang out, he paused
and turned around. Crang! One of the cavalrymen sent a bullet from his rifle .through the reel
scoundrel's heart. The cavalry had not anivecl
a moment too soon, for the savage horde was
making swift headway in their cruel and heartless
work. But with the brave band of Uncle Sam's
men there, it was different.
No quarter was shown, for the men had no one
to lead them now. The lieutenant was nowhere
to be found, and Arietta was on her knees beside
her unconscious· lover. Wild soon came to. The
firing was not done when he did so, and he tried
to jump to his feet. But Arietta held him
down.
"You are hurt, Wild!" she cried. "Take it cool.
It is almost over. I found the cavalrymen and
brought them here to save the settlement."
"I am not hurt, Et," was the reply. "It was
only a glancing blow, and just stunned me, that's
all. Let me get at them."
The firing ceased just then. Cheyenne Charlie
happened to come along, and, seeing Wild sitting
cm the ground, he said excitedly:
"What's ther matter, Wild?"
"Nothing much, Charl-ie," was the repl1y. "I
got knocked down by a club, that's all."
He really was not much hurt, and when he insisted on getting up, Arietta petmitted him to.
The cavalry had mowed down the redskins like
grass before the scythe. Coming_ upon them entJXely unexpected, they had little chance to get
away, though about half of them had succeeded
in doing so.

"Where is Lieutenant Lacy?" Wild asked, as
soon as he understood U1e situation.
No one knew.
"We left !him behind when we came, Wild," Arietta explained. "I 11ad some ,Yords with him, and
it was only because I threatened to shoot him that
I got him to allow the men to come."
"My horse!" shouted Wild. "Hey, the1·e! Hop,
bring Spitfire. I am going to see the finish of
this."
By the time Spitfire was brought to him a
handkerchief had been tied about his head by his
brave little sweetheart. Mounting, he called out
for his partners and the cavalrymen to follow
him. Then awa,y ·he rode after the escaping Indians, who were badly handicapped because they
were carrying off some of their wounded with
them. They had not taken to the woods, either,
which showed that they must have been badly
rattled when they beat the retreat.
The pursuit did not last over fifteen minutes.
Crow Foot was dead, so they gave in easily and
threw down their arms. When they got back to
Bud Creek with the prisoners Wild was glad to
learn that only one man had been killed and
three or four wounded.
"It should not have been as bad as that," he
said, shaking his head. "We all did the best we
could. But it was Arietta who saved the settlement."
"It sartinly was!" exclaimed one of the old men
of the place. "I'd be mighty proud of a sweetheart like that. if I was you, Young Wild West."
"Well, I am," was the reply.
It was just noon when it was all over. Then
the only thing that was puzzling about the whole
thing was the disappearance of Lieutenant Lacy.
That he had dropped behind and headed some
other way when the cavalry rode into the settlement under the lead of Arietta, was evident.
"Well. he maiy turn up some time." said our
l1ero. "If he does, he might wish he had not,
though. I reckon he has sneaked off somewhere
to chang-e his uniform for citizen's clotihes. He is
not fit to wear the clothin<t of the United States
army, though. But let it go at that."
The next day they set out for the fo1·t, taking
the prisoners with the;n_ Right here we will
state that Lieutenant Lacy was never heard of
by aPJy one in that section, so it must have been
that he had deserted the army :ind made for parts
unknovm. And all because he djd not want to
take orders from Young Wild West.
lVIany a man would have been proud to take orders from the dashing young deadshot, who was
known far and near as the greatest of all the
heroes of the wild West.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AT 'TWO SPOT' CAMP; or, THE BANDITS AND THE POWDER TRAIN."
M'NERS EARN $5,000 A YEAR
Some _oal miners of South Wales are being
paid as high as $5,000 a ~ ear, while wages
amounting to $3.GOO and $4,000 are fairly common. Despite this, the government is having difficulty in collecting income taxes from the min-ers. Last year nearly 15,000 of them were summoned for non-payment, but only twelve were
committed to prison.
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CURRENT NEWS
A LONG SPAN.
A five-thousand-foot span, so far as is known
the longest span in the world, is on the Knoxville
Power Company's transmission line. The horizontal distance between supports is 5,010 feet.
The difference in elevation is 208.5 feet. The conductors are 500,000 circular mill. steel-cored
aluminum cables which are under a tension of
19,000 to 20,000 pounds at 80 degrees F. Operation is at 150,000 volts.·

-------

HE IS A HUSTLER.
Against the record of the Iowa man who
husked 213 bushels of corn in nine hours we wish
to submit that of a K. S. N. student, Emmonsville, Kan. This student. carries seventeen hours
of school work, works from three to ten hQurs
daily for expenses, has three to five dates a week,
plays in the band and orchestra, plays basket
ball, is President of his class, goes to church on
Sunday, and keeps his health.
POLICE BALKED BY GIANTESS.
Malinda Ogden, weight 360 pounds, scored a
clean bout over Lieutenant Archie Holt, amateur
wrestling star of the Richmond, Va., police force,
when the officer tried to arrest her single-handed
for alleged traffic in drugs.
A hurry call bought him reinforcements, and
the prisoner was walked to the city jail, only to
create further embarrassment. She wouldn't fit
the cell doors, so she sat outside until released
on bai'l.
BOY TRAPPED IN COAL CAR.
Jumping on the top of a coal car just as the
unloading trap was sprung almost cost Joseph
Pope of Plainfield his life, but as it was he only
lost his trousers.
Joseph is 13. Seeing a coal car in the yards
of Van Zandt & Voorhees, coal dealers of Plainfield, he jumped on the coal. Just then the coal
trap was opened and he gradually sank to his
armpits.
His cries brought firemen, who after they had
vainly shoveled to release Joseph, decided to pull
him feet foremost through the bottom. This
they did and Joseph emerged minus his trousers
but plus a thick coating of coal dust.
GIVES $348,000,000,000 AS TOTAL COST
OF WAR.
The total cost of the World War was declared
to be more than $348,000,000,000 by Dr. Richard
P. Strong, Professor of Tropical Medicine at the
Harvard Medical School, in a lecture at Johns
Hopkins University.
This total, Dr. Strong said, included estimates
of the direct costs of the war, amounting to
$186,000,000,000, the indirect costs aggregating
$84,000,000,000 and the cost of lives lost estimated at $78,000,000,000.
The potential loss of life due to the war was
placed at $43,000,000 by Dr. Strong. The great
majority of those who died, he said, were males
between the ages of 22 and 44, and as a result of

this the women of France in this age group far
outnumber the men. It will take France seventy
years to recover the loss in population which
that country suffered, D:r. Strong declared.
PIL_OT-FISH GET~ RIDES FOR NOTHING.
Sail?rs have ~ saymg that where the shark is
the pilot-fish will be found. The pilot-fish or
shark-sucker, as it is often called, attaches itself
~o th~ surface o~ other fish by means of a suck~ng ,?isk. Th~ pilot-:!ish., however, does no "piloti1;1g, t~ough 1t _certi:inly does suggest to the nautic:il mmd a brisk little pilo~-boat bringing a big
ship to port. ~pparently 1t merely desires to
have a comfortaole resting place or at most to
g~t a free ride, like the small boy "hanging behmd."
. T1:e pilot-fish seems especially fond of attachmg itself to shl::rks and turtles, but when these
are ~ot at hand i~ 1:angs to any convenient object.
This characteristic has led to the curious custom among some primitive h·ibes of employincr a
:mcker-fish as a live fishhook (not bait) for cakhmg other fish or turtle. A metal ring is placed
around the tail of the sucker-fish so that a line
can be fastened to it. The fish is then thi1)WII
ove_r a1:d at once darts away to the nearest refuge,
'1:hich is apt to be a large turtl1c that has been
sighted by the fisherman. When the turtle is
reach_ed the sucker-fish attaches its disk against
the side of the_ animal, which is then drawn in by
~eans of the lme. As soon as the turtle or shark
is dra:wn above the waterline the.sucker-fish drops
back mto the wder and seeks another host.-Illustrated World.
ELECTRIC SHIP MAKES 5.122 MILES WITHOUT STOP.
ThE; first leg of the world circling voyage of the
electncally propelled American freighter Eclipse
which sailed hence on December 1 has bee~
co!Ilpleted at Port Said, according to ~ letter receiv~d by the General Electric Company from an
engmeer, A. Starr of the Locomotive Superhea~er C?mpany, who went along- with the ship's
engm~ermg force as an observer. Mr. Starr said
the tnp o~ 5,122 ~le? wi~hout a single stop was
th~, most ~terest~g m his long experience.
The chief engmeer of the Eclipse " the lett er sai'd , " was very well satisfied with, the perfon:nance of the l::ntire equipment, and was esp_ecially pleased. wit~ the simplicity of its operat10n. . The ei:gmeer s force is not above average m experience, and therefore when we consider these facts and circumstances, together with
the perfori:nance of the vessel, it is safe to say
tha~ n<? ship_ ow1:er "'.~uld 1;11ake any mistake by
eqmppm~ his ship wich tlus type of machinery.
The e1;gmeers on watch operated the apparatus
as easily ~s a motorman does a trolley car."
The Eclipse was built at the Union Iron Works
San Francisco, in 1918, and last summer she wa~
equipped by the Shipping Board with the turbine
electric form of propulsion at the yards of the
Vulcan Iron Works, Jersey City, and chartered
by the Govemment to the Ame1ican line. She is
expected to return to New York in July.
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occurred to Dan that somebody had passed
through the room carefully shading a light with
one hand.
-OR"Good enough," muttered the boy.
"That
proves that there's somebody in the old house,
·fIGHTING HIS WAY UP
anyhow, and it is now my business to find out
who is occupying it."
He crept closer to the house.
By DICK ELLISON
Then he saw something that pleased him very
much.
The house was one of a bygone age, built when
(A Serial Story)
the street that was now given over to business
was the home of wealthy people, and was furCHAPTER XX.
nished with a high stoop surmounted with a fancy
Dan Makes an Investigation and Gets Into An- railing that was now half rotted away. The
other Encounter With Bill.
space under the stoop was the enfrance to the
basement, and Dan decided that he could easilv
Dan could only press his hand in silent sym- hide there and listen to what went on inside the
pathy, and then Mr. Flint made Squinty take a house.
few more dollars and his thanks for his kindness,
In a moment he was under the stoop, and hidand t~en the car rolled off downtown to its stand,
carrymg Dan and Craps. They left it at Print- jng in the darkness of that covered place. He
ing House Square, and the boys went different had scarcely gained this retreat when he heard
ways to their homes, Dan to his comfortable footsteps in the hallway above him, and, a moment later the front door of the parlor floor was
quarters and Craps to a cheap lodging house.
opened, and the steps were heard on the stoop
Dan was half undressed, his thoughts upon above
the boy's head,
the events of the night, when an idea came like
There they halted.
li~htni~g th.rough his head, causing him to stop
"Confound the place," he heard a voice which
wi!J..his shirt half over his shoulders.
he at once recognized as belonging to Bill, say,
=n sat down and thought it out.
The more Dan thought over the matter, the "it's as hot as an oven in there, and I'm going
more he became convinced that he and Mr. Flint to stay out here and enjoy the luxury of a
had been short-sighted in not going in the red smoke."
A moment later Dan heard the scratching of a
car to both of the houses that Amos Girard had
used on two different occasions. It was probable, match, and soon the odor of the pipe that Bill
the boy thought, that Girard had not hired the was smoking came to his nostrils.
"I guess I've struck the right spot," thought
house that Mary had been taken to that time
when she was lured from the ribbon counter of Dan, "and now, what am I going to do about it?"
the store where she was stopping, but it was
"Bill has just lighted his pipe and announced
much more probable that he had engaged the that he is going to enjoy his smoke, and that
services of the woman who had pretende<l sick- means at least fifteen or twenty minutes that
ness in order to get possession of· the girl, and he'll sit there on that stoop. If I can slip away
had paid her liberally for the tempornry use of from here without being seen, I can go to the
her premises, also.
ba;lk, leave a note for Craps, and then, if any"On the other hand," reflected Dan, "he may .thmg happens to me, there will be a chance for
have hired the empty house in which I was a help later on."
prisoner for a short time, or may everi have made
knew that the side of the stoop where he
a prisoner of the caretaker and shipped him away hadHeentered
in a deep shadow, and carefully
somewhere for safe keeping, in order to get un- r~~oving hiswas
shoes he crawled silently out of his
disturbed possession of the place. If he has hidmg-place and
his way along the front
taken his prisoners to either of these places, I of the buildings. edged
Bill was sitting contentedly on
think that the downtown one is the more likely the top step, smoking in comfort, and looking up
of the two, and that -is the one I'm going to at the sky, and the boy made his way out of sight
take a look at."
being seen.
Having decided the matter in his mind, Dan without
When he reached the corner of the street Dan
dresse<l himself again, and left the house. He put
on his shoes again, and then stopped under
proceeded straight to t:he street where the old ~ stre_et
lamp to write a brief note to Craps, tellhouse stood in which he had been held prisoner mg
where he had gone, and informing him
for a short time, and when he got there he made that him
he had seen Bill there and believed that the
his way carefully along the edges of the build- prisoner
was there also.
ings on the side where the old house was situDan knew th~t Craps had very little education.
ated, in order that he might not be observed.
When he was within a half dozen houses of and was not quite sure that the little fellow would
the place he had in mind, and while his eyes be able to decipher the communication but he
were fixed on it, he suddenly came to a halt and wrote it as plainl;17 as possible, used the' simplest
words he could thmk of, and trusted to luck feeluttered an exclamation of satisfaction.
For one brief instant he had caught a faint ing confident that if anything happened t~ him
glow of light in one of the front rooms of the and Craps found the note and could not re~d it
second story of the• house. The shuttei:s were readily, that he would take it to somebody to help
closed, and the light was even fainter than would him out.
(To be continued)
have naturally come through them, and it at once
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
17-STORY ADDITION FOR HOTEL PLAZA
Announcement was made the other day that
work is to begin at once on a seventeen-story
addition to the Hotel Plaza, on 58th and 59th
Streets, New York, for which the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company lent the Plaza Constl'uction Company $2,500,000.
The main structul'e, covering the Fifth Avenue
block front will be extended over a plot 285x
200. Old b;own stone dwellings on the site of the
addition were accumulated at varied times in the
last few years for the operation, as 1·eported at
the time of the sales.
TWO FISH ON ONE HOOK.
Dr. George W. Rhoades of Newark is the only
Delawarean on record as having caught two bigmouthed bass in one haul at'd both on the same
hook and with artificial bait at that. While angling in the Noxontown Dam ~1e made ~ cast w!t_h
a made-up minnow and the mstant his hook nit
the water there was a big sti·ike, and while he
was hooking the first fish and playing him into
shallow water another huge b:ctss struck and was
hooked. The two fish were on an ordinary hand
line and it rec1uired much skill and strergth to
land them, wh1ch was done after a hard fight.
They weighed within a few ounces of ten pounds.
LOCATE POPULATION CENTRE.
The centre of population as disclosed by ihe
1920 census is located in the extreme southeast
corner of Owen County, Ind., 8.3 miles southeast
of the town of Spencer, the Census Bureau announced to-day.
During the last decade tl1e centre of population
continued, to move westward, advancing 9.8 miles
in that direction and about one-fifth of a mile
north from Bloomigton, Inc., where it was located by the Census of 1910.
The bureau attributed the westward movement
in the last decade principally to the increase of
more than 1,000,000 in the population of the
State of California."
HOW TO REALIZE WHAT A MILLION IS.
Although we often speak of millions of dollars
and millions in population few realize what a
million of anything looks like.
An idea of the impressiveness of a million can
be gained by looking at the stars visible, yet as a
matter of fact there are never more than 8,000
visible to the naked eye at one time.
The simplest way to conceive of a million is
to think of it in terms of time. F-or instance,
there have not been a million days since the
founding of Rome, long before the birth of Christ.
A million days ago would take us back to early
in the yeal' 817 B. C.
A million hours are 114 years, 29 clays and 4
hours. This was almost as far back as the battle
of Trafalgar and was before the invention of the
steamboat or the printing machine.

BOY HURLS CAN OF NITRO; TEACHER
AND SEVEN DIE.
F,e bruary 7.-Eight persons are dead and another is probably fatally injured as the result o.E
the explosion of a can of nitro-glycerine at C,os3
Roads School, two miles west of here short] v
after noon the other day. The dead were Enm,et
Bunyan, _school teacher, and some of his students.
The explosion occurred at the noon recess,
when one of the boys found the can. Not knowing it contained an explosiv~, he playfully tosse,d
it to a companion who, in turn, tried to open the
can with an axe.
The authorities were told that the boys who
were at play had fished the can from a creek
running by the school yard. lt is believed that
the containel' had floated down from a nitroglycerine magazine about three quarters of a
mile away. It was said that the practice is to
empty the cans at the magazine, afterward destroying them, and it is believed that the container which blew up was one that held only a
small amount of explosive and had been thrown
in the creek.
One wall of the schoolhouse crumbled and Mr.
Bunyan and eight boys were hurled about fifty
feet in the air.
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A DEED OF EVIL
By John Sherman.
Among the most remarkable of all the multitmlinous records of crime in the Rue de Jerusakin, is the case I am about to narrate.
In its tragic incidents it moi-e resembles the
pages of a romance than the narrative of facts as
t hey actually occurred.
The place was Paris-the time a little over ten
years ago.
Mademoiselle antoli was a celebrated singer.
The reputation of her voice had extended over
the whole of Europe and whenever she appeared
she did not lack hundreds of admirers to go frantic over her glorious beauty of face and figure.
One evening towards the close of the operatic
season her own carriage which she had ordered to
be at the stage door an ho ur earlier than usual,
was not in waiting.
As she had an appointment at her house, she
did not ·wait for it to arrive, but sending the callboy for a nnblic hack, entered it, and gave th_e
driver the street and number of her own r esidence.
Arriving ·at the house, the driver alighted and
opened the door.
His face, hov,; ,-)r, neither spoke nor made any
attemnt to alight, until becoming alarmed, the
man .;entured to place his hand upon her arm,
but the next moment drew it back with an exclamation of horror, for it was wet with blood.
Giving the alarm at once, a moment's scutiny
was sufficient to show that the singer was dead.
She had been stabbed to the heart.
But the motive for the crime and the means by
which it had been perpetrated were a mystery.
That the first was not robbery was evident, for
jewels v.rorth many thousands still flashed upon
her throat and wrists, while that the assassin
could have entered and left the coach without the
driver being aware of it seemed impossible.
Though loud in his protestations of innocence,
the driver was nevertheless arrested and submitted to a rigorous examination by the judge
d'instruction, and while his replies seemed to confirm his assertions of non-complicity, they also
elicited a possible means by which the deed had
been accomplished.
In passing through a narrow street a crowd
had obliged him to bring his horse to a standstill
fo1· a few moments, and it must have been during
this time that the assassin had entered the coach,
committed the murder, and made his escape.
The expression on the murdered woman's face
was more of surprise than horror.
No doubt the intrusion had been so unexpected
that before she had time to recover from her
first amazement the murde1·ous blow had been
struck, and her voice silenced forever.
The affair was a most mysterious one.
No clew had been left, except one, and that so
slight it seemed almost impossible for it to lead
to the capture of the assassin.
Clutched in the hand of the murdered woman
were a few long hairs of a most peculiar shade
of gold.

WEEKLY
Probal:> 1y, with a last expirmg effort, she had
extended her hand, and dragged them from the
head of the woman who had killed her.
The fact that it was a woman who had done
the deed was proved by the hair, but beyond this
nothing, and, even admitti~g the circumstance of
the hair being of a pecuhar sha<;le, to find the
owner of it among all the heads of hair, real and
false, in Paris, seemed an almost impossible undertaking.
After a lapse of a week or more, the police
and the detectives gave the case up in despair,
and the public mind began to grow weary of the
affair and excited about some more recent event.
Only one per son still continued to be interested
in the case, and determined the mystery should
be brought to light.
This was a young man of about twenty-seven
or eight, already of considerable celebrity in the
detective force, named Martin Cassignet.
Although as yet he had no definite theory, he
began to systematically work up the case, beginning from the simplest premises.
As it was evident robbery was not the motive
of the crime there was no other conclusion than
that it must be one of the passions, either jealously or revenge.
Taking the first na~ed as tl~e most P!Obable,
again came the question, was 1t professional or
personal?
A thorough inquiry among the employees of the
theater proved that none of the actresses had
either natural hair or wigs of the color of that
found in the murdered woman's hand.
The1·efore, if professional jealousy was the
motive the crime must have been done by some
one she had known or eclipsed during a previous
engagement.
This, however, did not seem pro?able ..
Accordingly, for the present ~iscardmf;; the
idea of professional, he turned his attention to
that of personal jealousy.
Through the facilities known only to the
French detective organization, he wa~ not long
in gaining a complete list of Mademoiselle Fantoli's admirers.
Those who were unmarried he erased from
the list · but of the wives of the rest he at once
proceed~d to gain personal descriptions.
As is usually the case he went completely
through the list until the very last name, when
he gained a slight confirmation of his theory.
A young nobleman, with the name and title
of the Marquis de Cheveneaux, was her latest
admirer, and his wife had bair of a deep rich
gold the identical shade of that found clutched
in the dead woman's finge1·s.
The marquis had been married but a few
months. ·
He was the descendent of one of the oldest
noble families in France, while his wife was
the only daughter and heiress of a wealthy
manufacturer, whose grandfather was a myth.
People were uncharitable enough to say the
marquis did not love his wife, and had only married her for her money, but no one could doubt
for an instant her love for him.
It was more than a passion-it amounted to
an infatuation.
Whatever else may be wanted in the political
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economy of France, the detective organization
since the time of Vidocq has been perfect.
Through the means of secret agents two days
had not elapsed before Monsieur Martin Cassignet was in possession of the following additional particulars.
Madame the marquise had not attended the
opera on the evening of the singer's mysterious
murder.
She had been indisposed, dismissing- her maid
about eight o'clock and telling her that her services would not be needed until the following
morning.
The marquis was then absent.
He had left the house about four o'clock, informing his wife he had received a telegram
from the steward of his estates in Normandy saying his instant presence was required, and he
had at once started in answer to the summons.
This was the extent of the information received
from the household of the marquis, but from
others mo1·e was coming.
The person with whom the singer had the appointment at her house was the Marquis de
Cheveneaux.
At the time Mademoiselle Fantoli had sent the
call-boy of the theater for a hack, closely veiled,
had hailed another standing near, and given the
driver a napoleon to follow that of the singer.
The man had done so until stopped by the
same crowd that had checked the progress of the
one they were following, when the lady had
alighted, and minging with the crowd he had lost
sight of her.
These facts, even supposing- a few links missing,
though not conclusive, yet to the mind of the
detective were sufficient confirmation of the theory
they supported, to make him determine to chance
a grand coup, to either confirm or utterly refute his suspicions.
Accordingly, the following day he called at the
house of the marquis, and asked to see him.
As he represented himself as the business agent
of the owner of a small estate next to one of his
country seats, which the nobleman was desirous
of purchasing, he was admitted at once.
Then discai·ding- the ruse by which he had
gained his entrance, he laid the whole case before the marquis, and in the name of the law
demanded to be taken to his wife.
As the nobleman heard the successive points,
his face became deadly pale, and it seemed as if
he must faint.
He listened to the end, however, and then rising
with all the pride of Norman ancestors flushing
his face, he rang the bell.
"Tell Madame the Marquise," he said, as the
servant answered the summons, "that this-this
gentleman and myself desire an audience."
The servant bowed and left the room, in a few
moments returning with the answer that
madame was in the blue drawing-room awaiting
their pleasure.
Following the serv,a nt to the room, the nobleman courteously motioned the detective to precede him, and then following, closed and locked
the door.
,
"Madame," he said, "this gentleman has some
business with you."
His voice was so stern and calm, that the
lady looked at him in wonder.
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The detective advanced a step or two, with
his hand in his breast.
"Madame," he said, "I am sorry for what I have
to do, but there is no alternative. I am a detective and I arrest you for the murder of :Mademoiselle Fantoli."
For a moment the blood flushed her face to
the very roots of her hair, and then died, leaving it pallid as marble.
She stood like one turned suddenly to stone,
but she did not speak.
"Madame," her husband said, "is what this
man says true?"
Her lips moved for a moment, but no sound left
them.
Then, in a voice almost inaudible, she answered:
"It is, Heaven help me! I was mad, but, Raymond, I loved you so."
The detective advanced a step to place his hand
upon her arm, but her husband stepped between
them.
"Fellow," he said, all the pride of his race
flashing from his eyes, "this lady is my wifethe MaTquis de Cheveneaux. Do you think that 'l
will allow you to take her to p1·ison like a thief
of the barriers? When the name of a De Cheveneaux has been sullied, a De Cheveneaux alone
can erase the stain."
As he spoke he drew a small, gold-mounted
revolver from his pocket.
His wife had been standing in the same frozen,
marble-like attitude.
Now the weapon was leveled, and before the
detective could arrest his hand, a report broke
the silence, and she fell heavily to the ground, a
bullet through her heart.
So utterly unexpected had been the action
that the detective stood aghast.
Befo1·e he could recover himself, the marquis
had pressed the muzzle of the weapon against his
own forehead, while a sarcastic laugh left his
lips.
"When the honor of a De Cheveneaux is sullied
he wipes it out in death," he said. "Go, canaille,
and report to your master that you have seen how
a peer of France can die."
With the last words he again pressed the trigger.
Again a sharp report rang through the apartment.
Then the weapon dropped from his nerveless
fingers, and without a moan, he fell lifeless beside
the body of his wife, whose jealous revenge had
cost her own life and that of the man she loved.
As it always does, her revenge had recoiled
upon herself, and though the penalty of human
justice had been evaded, Heaven, in its own
mysterious way, had avenged the deed of evil.
SWEDISH ENGINEER MAKES MOVIES
SPEAK.
After ten years of experimenting the Swedish
engineer Sven Bergiense is reported to have produced a speaking moving picture, which recently
was exhibited before scientists and other distinguished persons.
Prof. Svente Arrhenius, directol' of the physico-chemical department of the Nobel Institute,
says the invention solves a long attempted problem.
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ITEMS Of INTEREST
PASSES 83d BIRTHDAY; MARRIED FOR 67
YEARS.
Herman Nohl, o:i' Sterling, Ill., celebrated his
ninety-third birthday 1ecently. His wife was 83
la::t ~eptember, and in November they celebrated
their sixty-seventh wedding anniversa1·y.
They have nine children, 28 grand-children
&nd 20 great-grand-children living. Both are active and in the best of health.
"TY" COBB GIVEN 'WINCHESTER GUN.
"Ty" Cobb, Manager of the Detroit Ball Club,
and "Chief" Bender, :I\Ianager of the New Haven
Ball Club, wei-e recently tendered a joint banquet by the sportsmen of New Haven, at which
time Mayor Fitzgerald of the ·Elm City presented
Cobb with a Winchester ventilated rib trap gw1,
the latest thing in gun c1·aft. Bender was presented with one of these P-uns the day the New
·
Haven ball park formally opened.
CORRUGATED WIRE GLASS.
By incorporating slight corrugations or ripples in wire glass, a leading wire glass manufacturer claims that he has evolved a glass that
throws the light all over the building. Again,
this glass is stronger and more durable, being
made in one solid piece and not in layers with
the wfre between. It does not require special
roof members for installation and can be used in
connection with other corrugated materials for
sky lights, side walls, and rnofs.
SNOW SAVES MAN'S LIFE.
A thick blanket of snow on the ground at Casper, Wyo., Feb., 12, saved the life of F. E. Waggoner, World Viar veteran, who has been decorated for bravery in Fra:r~e.
An explosion resulted in Wagoner becoming a
"human toreh," when his clothing was soaked
with flaming gasoline. Rushing from the building where the explosion occurred, the former service man rolled in the snow until the flames were
extinguished. He suffered severe burns, but probably will recover.
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BOYS KEEP POLISH ON LINCOLN'S BOOTS.
Now that Abraiiam Lincoln's birthday J-,as
passed there may be some who will more or less
let their memory of the 'great ma.1-tyr slip away
until another year, but among these are not the
small bootbfacl,s of Newark. N. J.
Their memory of the great President is refreshed each clay, for at their hands '"Old Abe"
gets a shine.
In front of the Court House .stands :,t. Gauden's statue of Lincoln, beloved play place for
children. The small boys with their shoe ;,hining
boxes thrown over theh- shoulders have taken it
u pon themselves to keeJ) the bronze shoes of Lincoln shining like no other shoes in Newiuk.
It's a service of love and all the boys get is
Lincoln's kindly smile reaching down to them as
they work. ---40o<Q,-_ _ _.....,,.._ _ _. ,_
__
.

LAUGHS
"What do they mean by the word 'civilized'?"
asked the simple barbarian. "To be civilized,"
answe1·ed the chief, "is to own up once for all
that you're whipped."
"What is a 'Crystal Maze'?" asked Willie.
Bobby (lately returned from the city)-Why, it's
a pbce full of mirrors that you go into and meet
yourself coming- cut.
He-So your husband has given up smoking?
It requires a pretty strong· will to accomplish
that! She-Well, I'd have you understand that
I have a strong will.
"So the doctor's making money, is he?" "Well,
I should say so. \Vhy, h e's reached that point of
prosperity where fashionable women send for him
to treat them for imaginary ills."
Mr. Highmus-1 can't say I think much of the
new kitchen girl's cooking. Mrs. Highmus-I
know she isn't a first class cook, Horace, but it's
so restful to reflect that she's perfectly bald.
Father-The idea of your thinking of marrying that young man! He can't sc.rape enough
money together to buy a square meal. Gwendolyn-But that doesn't make any difference, papa,
dear; we haven't either of us hnd an appetite for
a month.
"I suppose," said Mrs. Oldcastle, "your son,
like most of the young men of the present day, is
looking forward with a great deal of eairerness
to his patrimony." "Oh," replied her hostess,
"there ain't any Irish blood in our family at all.
Josiah's folks all came from Massachusetts, and
I'm from New Jersey stock."
"I am looking for Miss Passay," said the
stranger to the man in the hairdresse1·'s shop. "I
understand she occupied the ·upper floors here."
"So she does," replied the man, "and she's in
now." "But I got no answer to the bell. Are you
sure she's in?" "Positive. This is her hair I'm
dressing.".
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
HAD $70,000 IN BANK, BUT LIVED IN
POVERTY.
After living in poverty in a shack at Tomates,
Marin county, for sixty-one years, David Thrasher
eighty-eight, died recently.
Bankbooks ·found in the shack showed deposits
totaling $70,500 in San Francisco banks. · His
only known relative is Mrs. Sydney Breese of
Springfield, Ill.
WOULD EXEMPT PRESIDENT'S SALARY
FROM INCOME TAXES.
The first move to exempt the salary of the
President from income taxes was made in the
House February 7th, by Representative Pell,
Democrat, of New York. A bill by the New York
member would exempt not only the $75,000 salary
of the President _but also the salary of the VicePresident from the provisions of the income ta.."IC
law.
Beginning next March 4, the President will
have to pay an income tax of about $18,000 a
year unless special exemption legislation is
enacted.
VESUVIUS IN FERMENT.
Heavy clouds of smoke are pouring from
Mount Vesuvius and there are signs of an imminent eruption, causing much uneasiness
in Naples. Professor Perret, of Naples, who
probably knows the volcano as well as any person, and other leading Italian volcanologists do
not believe there is danger of an eruption.
"There is no probability of a big eruption now,
owing to the condition of the crater basin, which
was deepened by the eruption of 1906, when the
cone of the mountain was blown off," said Professor Perret. "This basin must fill up and fifteen years will be required for the formation of
a new cone. An overflow of lava, rumblings and
the heavy belching of smoke are likely, but there
is no probability of a real disturbance. I regret the reports whieh have been issued regarding the volcano. They are preventing thousands
of persons from making the accent through fear
of an eruption.
GIRLS AGAINST CIGARETTES.
The younger generation of the University of
Illinois town plans to make it pure and undefiled if the crusade started several days ago is
carried out.
It all started when twenty-five girls, members
of the Christian Endeavor Society of the West
Side Christian Church, solemnly pledged themselves not to have dates with young men who
smoke cigarettes, and also pledged their influence
in stopping the habit. Several hundred of the
fair sex have enlisted already and the goal is
1,000 membe1·s.
However, the young men are going them one
better. They have also formed a crusade. They
have formed an organization and intend to make
the girls over "into the kind of girls our mothers
were."
Hereafter all members of the boys' organL

tion will refuse to keep company with girls ·wearing skirts at knee lengths. The ban has been
placed on the half socK, rolled down variety.
'!'hey refuse to dance with girls who wear no
corsets or wear low-cut d,·esses beyond the point
where mother wore them when she was a girl.
P.ouge and paint and other aids to the complexion are taboo; silk socks are also blacklisted. Pulled eyebrows and "cootie garages"
must be banished with the shimmy and the toodle,
the boys declare.
BLAZING COAL MINE UNDER SCRANTON.
A red-hot coal bed, ten feet in thickness and at
least 500 feet in length, is blazing 400 feet under
Scranton, Pa. The fire is located in the abandoned workings of the old Central mine, West
Scranton, imd is steadily c1·eeping eastward, consuming in its course thousands of tons of anthracite. All efforts of 200 fire fighters to exti11guish the blaze have been of no avail.
Seven streams of water have for weeks been
pouring upon the burning coal with no app .uent
result, the water causing fantastic vaporn in the
white heat, which serve only to hampel' the work
of tlie fire fighters, already hampered enough l:y
the heat and poisonous gases issuing f1om the
burning coal.
The firemen enter the mine through a shaft two
miles away. They are unable on account of the
terrible heat w ventu1·e any nearer the fire tban
500 feet. A perpendicular uirshaft, located directly above the fire and communicating with
the open air 400 feet above affords a draught
greater than that of the most towermi; smokestack. Grave da1,ger confronts the m(,n fightillg ·
the flames, as a sudden depTession in -the atmospheric conditions above might send the rnlphurous gases backward, re,m lting in suifocaticn.
From a distance, with the aid of _glasses, can
be seen an inferno in which old Pluto himself
might luxuriate. There are in a wilderness of
fire with low hanging ceilings wide crevices from
which issue blue and white ffo.mes. Th-a heat is
unbearable.
All faith in the efficacy of water in extinguishing the flames has been abandoned, and the erection of walls to exclude air and cause the fire to
die of inert gas is the plan of the fire fighters, following an inv(stigation by a commission from
the State Department of Miniag. Concrete walla
four feet thick are being built in all tunnels and
crevices leading to the fire.
In sections of adjacent veins remote from the
scene of the :fire ti:,mperatures of 170 degrees Fahrenheit have been reco:.:ded.
The abandoned mines of the People's Coal Company, communicating with the centeal mine,
where the fire is located, contain large quantities
of gas. If the fire should come in contact with
this gas an explosion would result the effects cf
which are incalculable, according to experts.
There is no immediate danger of this, the experts add comfortingly, and it is p1·edicted that
within a few weeks, through the presen:; method
of fighting the flames, the fire will be smother&d.
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U . S. SAYS HENNESSEY IS DEAD;
infested places. R:at poisons, especially barium
Edward Reginald Hennessy, Watertown N. Y., carbonate preparations, as recently developed by
is <.kad and he is a hero, and he pen:ist~ in ie- Biological Survey, should be employed.
fusing to believe either statement. To make matters more complicated his mother and the other
members of the family join Hennessy in his reGREATEST DISASTER IN ANNALS OF
f:usal to _stay dead, albeit they are willing- to beFORESTRY.
lieve he is a hern. 1n fact, he is known as "PeerEight billion board feet of timber was deless."
It's the pesky WaT Department down at Wash- stroyed by the cyclone that l'ipped a seventyington that kiile? and decorated the young man. five mile path, thirty miles wide, through the
And _red tape bemg red tape, and there being no forests of the Olympic peninsula, Washington
State, January 29. Reports from the Forest
possib,lrty that a department clerk can ever err
there is a compensation check awaiting Mrs. Hen~ Service made public to-day class the storm as
nessy calling for 10,000 real dollars as soon as "the greatest disaster ever recorded in the annuals of forestry and lumbering."
she can fill the necessary blanks.
The wind registered 132 miles an hour before
But the motherly question is: How can one receipt for a dead hero son's benefit from a kindly instruments at the ·weather Bureau station were
~ovemment .when the son is waiting in the din- destroyed. It is estimated to have reached 150
miles thereafter. Practically all standing timmg room for a recond helping·?
~Iem'.essy enlisted in: May, 1_918, in the Sixty- ber over 2,250 square miles went down in a tanthud Engmeers. He did his bit and came horn'.e. gled mass, obliterating roads and telegraph lines
Some time ago his mother got a letter condolin"' and with little chance of salvage. Most of it
with her upon . her supreme sacrifice and advising was Western hemlock and spruce, acting Forester
her that her gift of a son to the cause was worth E. A. Sherman reported, and subject to rapid
decay.
$10,000.
No human lives were lost, but buildings were
Hennessy wrote the Department, politely begdest1·oyed and many animals perished, including
ging to know when and where he died.
He v:as told, in reply, that he passed away elk. Numbers of animals were penned in by the
February 19, 1919, as the result of wounds in bat- tangle of debris to die of hunger. The best winter feeding ground for elk of the region was
tle in which he played a f)·allant part.
swept.
And still he doesn't believe it.
"If fire should gain headway in the devastated
area," the forester reported, "the most stupendous conflagration ever known in this country
would result. Fifteen billion feet ( of timber) is
THE PLAGUE OF RATS.
part of the Olympic
In the estimation of the Bureau of Biological exposed in the adjoining
forest."
Survey of the United States Department of Agri- national
As special precaution against fire the Navy
culture, the rat is a world menace. The necessity Department
has been asked to make an air surof a campaign of unvar·ying efficiency against the
it is impassable
common brown rat is an outstanding- one. No vey of the storm area, since war
time spruce
afoot. Re-equipment of the
other animal or insect is so dangerous and per- railroad,
the only line of rails into the section,
sistent an enemy, and no other enemy succeeds
in inflicting the damage that the rat annually im- has been asked of the War Department in order
poses upon humanity. The rat population of the to salvage as much timber as possible.
United States is at least equal to the human population, and the same ratio holds true for practically every country under the sun. The bureau of
Biological Survey places the value of the food and
property destroyed annually by each individual
6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pie•
mt at $2. Keeping well within the boundaries of
tures Pretty Girls ;40 Wa_ysto l\fake
Money; 1 Joke Book; l Book ou
conversatism, this means that each year, in this
1 Magic Book; 1 Book Lettet
I,ove;
country alone, we produce $200,000,000 worth of
Writing; 1 Dream Book and For•
food to no other purpose than to feed our rats.
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; 1
In another way, 200,000 men in the United States
'foy Maker Book; Language of
are devoting all their labor to the maintenance of
Flowers;]. Mot"seTelegraphAlpha100,000,000 rats.
bet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Mar-', Age Table; Great North Pole
But the rodent's enemity is far from being
Game· 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles•
satisfied by this huge economic injury. A fre12 Games; SO Verses for Autograph Albums.' .1>.1i
the above 1:,y mail for 10 eta. and i;, cts. _postage,
quenter of all the places that are vile and loath.ROYAL SALES to.• 18ox 273 Soath Norwal.11:. Coua,
some, the rat is the most efficient genn carrier.
In India, no longer ago than 1896, the bubonic
SORENESS HEALED
plague killed 9,000,000 persons.
l!Jore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
Recommendations for the extermination of the
eczema healed wb!le you work. Write for
rat made by the bureau are : Trapping should be
tree book and describe your own case,
A.O. Llepe, 1457 Green Day Av.,M:Uwaukee, Wla,
done continously and systematically at all rat-
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back of it, and BOYS. this one
falo left on the
,..
JOKER by mail for 10c.
worth reading. Large bound book
,::, ,_L,..,
CO.,
ARDEE
"'---'=""---- ioplain ..,rapper for TEN Cenl!!I..
continent.
Dept. M, Stamford, oa. '
ROY AL BOOK CO. Dcp& IO&So. Norwalk. Con.a.
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Girl Bandit of Arizona
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DUCK
RELEAS ED IN
NEW YORK
SHOT IN ALBERTA, CAN.
Carl Jensen, of
Alta.,
Camrose,
recently shot a
p i n t a i 1 duck
whose leg was
enci1·cled by a
rn e .; a 1 ba,1d on
which was Cllgt·_. ,<-<l: .. -'.ele...tsed by the American i\lus;:un a.t
New YorY.. Vlill
11nue1· p1e .. se nofuy us:'
J a11sc11 uwns a
farm in the ne .dy
settled a:rca along
the C,madi:.m NaR1ilvrn.vs
tioni.1.l
which is a nestling ground for
wi,J g e e s e anJ
m.,ily vaneLes of
ducks. '£hese fowl
h;;;.u already begc, n their migration southwar d
when th e pii1t:lil
was tilled. IL,w
far this rJa;;:L:cular duck had been
n o r t h is jl o t
kncwn. TJw summer h ,,b ,td of
the p i n t a i 1 exten ,:1s as far as
the Arctic Ocean.
E1~t tl,c direction of this
dur.::c's ftg1,;; from
New York, it is
poir.tfd ou.t, is
scientifica lly interesting. In th.cir
s p r i n g migrations a q u at i c
fowl, it has bMn
fly
th OU g- ht,
stralght north.
If the pintail
h?.d lived nn to
this trRditfon it
would have s:,:onP.
from Ne"' v..,,.k
f D t O the ] iv.J1land;; of 0,,1;,, ,·io
or La.hrncbr . 'I'hP.
:(ac1J that it win1<ed its W9V westward h,i.lf across
tlle continent has
u p s et exi<stinf!,
H.aor1es and m:i.v
le»,! to ne,v discoveries reg~rdini:r the mirrrat,.,r v
hi1hits of wild
0

fowl.

LI TT LE A D S

Write to Riker & King, Advertisin g Offices, 118 Ea.t~ 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for partictdars about advertisi1zg it1 t/Jis magazi11e,
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
MISCELLANEOUS
•

SHORTHAN O-Learn .t,Ysteru few evtmings (home);
Practical;
then acquire sveed. pleasant practice.
u.sed by 11rofessional stenog-raphC'rs, government, municlpal, corporation, reparting work. Also valuable aid
for vrofessiona.1, business men; superintenden ts, mechnnicinns, electricln11s, investigators, detectives, teachAma~ng\ly simers, aut.bor:3. students----eve.rybod;v.
pie. :Srochuro free. Klug Institute, EB-370, Station
New Yolk.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. \\·e revise poems.
write mu~ic a11li guarantee ·w secare publication. Suhmit poems on any subject. llroadway Stutl1os. 165C,
l "itzgerald Bu11di.ng, l\ew York.

1,.

AGENTS

$36 TO $56 WEE I{ LY in your SDate time doing special
&dvertbing work am.ong the families of your city;
no ex.ooriencc neCC$Sary: writ& today for full particulars. Amorlean Products Co .• 3152 American Bldg.,
Cincianati, Ohio.
WONDERFU L. New Chemical. $1 pn.ckage; enuals 50
50% morn
E~lminatcs Carbon.
gallons gasoline..
~ilenge, Power, Speed, Guaranteed. ,vhirlwind seller.
Auto Owners buy on sight. 100% profit. Repeater.
Ttirritory, 10 cts.
'.term$.
Demonstratin g Package.
])OSfO.ge. Myers & Co., 22 Baird, Cambricl1:,-e. Ohio.
Goodyear
FREE.
IMINCGAT
GOODYEAR
$13.95
Manufacturin g Company, 1093 Goodyear Bldg., KanCity, Mo., ls malctng an offer to send a. handsome
raincoat free 1o one versou ln each locality who will
show- ttnd recommend it to their friends. If you want
one, write today.-Adver tisement.
YOUR NAME on 35 J!nen cards and case 25 cts.
Card aml leather snecialti.e!i.
Agents outfit free.
John w. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

...

ART AND DEN PICTURES

GIRL PICTURES. Ten. 50 cts. Photo
Clgnrrtte Cases, 50 cts. Beehive. 4658. E-yans. St.
Louis, Mo.
GIRLf'•iCTU RES-Roal "Classy"; lG (all different)
$1. 00; two 1rn.n1_pltts, 25 cts. (nothing vulgar). United
Sn!es Co .. Sp1.-lI1gfl.eld, rn.
PHOTO'S GIRL MODELS, Daring poses. samples 25
cts. Dozen $1.50. Shimmfo Dancer. sl1e's n.liye, h9ys,
Orlentnl llula lluln
Dozen $1.50.
sample 25 ct.s.
D ancf'.r, sample 2:5 cts. Dozen $1.GO. Book ExposinK
Illustr$lOd sporting goods catalogue
g ambling 25 cts.
10 f"t3. Jir..milton's Company, Dnraes City, Iowa.
ZEE BEAUT-IFUL GIRL ni<"tured. Twelve wonderful
noses $1.00. Refunded I! dlssntisfiod. Bairart Co.,
Dent. 120, St. Louis. Mo.
BATHING

FOR SALE

LOOKING FOR A FARM? If you a.re, an opportunity
is before you. Ilardwood lanU in Antrim anrl Kai·
k aska counties, Mich., at only $15 to $35 per ac:re.
Small down payment. easy terms. Excellent locatlon.
speoial features, and ways of helping- settlers. \Vrita
! or big, free booklet. Swigart. M-1268, First National
ank llldg., Chicago, Ill.
B.
}'et o!Tered. S(luare
s ILK REMNANTS. Largest packages
of stamped satin free with every package. 15 cts.
Me.
Portland,
Agency,
s
Sllk M1:mufacturn·

HELP WANTED

6 TOP DAILY GRIND, START SILVERING MIRRORS,
.Auto lleadlights, Tableware, etc. Plans tree. CJarIndiana.
8 nee Sprlnl<le, Dept. 73, Marlon,
- ANTED-1,50 0 Railway Traffic Inspectors; no expew
ricnce; train for this profession thru 1nJare time hometudy; ensy terms; $110 to $200 monthly and expenses
g unrantec•d, or mouoy ba.clc. Out.doors: local or travelj n:: uncle.r big men who reward ability. 'Get Free
Standard Business Training Inst.,
ll ooklet, CM-101,
Dut:1'11.lo. N. Y.
Detective Work. Experience unfor
rliEN WAf~TED
necessary. \Vl'ite J. Gnnor, Former U. s. Govt. Detectlve, 132. St. Louis, lHo.
for
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demandfree.
men and women. Fascinating work. Particulars
w rlte, ..American Detectlvo System, 1968 Broadway,
,New York.
LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too. to address envelopes ,nd mail a.Uvertlsing matter at; home for large
time. Can make
mail order firms, spare or whole
No CBJ)ital or experience reQulred.
$10 to $35 wkly.
to cover postage,
cts.
10
send
everythlng:
ll oolt explains
etc. Ward Pub. Co., Tilton. N. II.
and women
men
for
Opportun!cy
B E A DETECTIVE.
for secret investigation in your district. ,vrite C. T.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
\Vestover
521
udwig,
L,
and good opDETECTIVES earn big money. TravelWrite
American
vortunitics. We show you M,how.
Mich.
Detroit,
Dept.
school ot Criminology,

•

LADIES-Wi ll grow your hair from 4 to 12 inches
in 4 to 6 months, and correct any hair disorderi.
Men treated. Send stamv for Information Sheet and
Harry Hannibal. Hair Sveciallst, 2121
particulars.
Albema.rla Road, Desi< 10-B, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FRIENDS at card games, parties. eto.
Produce cards o! all denomination s apparently from
Used
Guaranteed.
Can't be de'tected.
nowho1it.
Circular free.
Houdini. 67
7 :rrs. in vaudeville.
\Vil!ism St., Rochester, N. Y.
MYSTIFY

Would you
EYEBROWS, eyelashes; also your hair.
like long, beautiful silk-!ike growth? Got Kotalko
at druggist's or mail 10 cents for proof box to Kotalko
Officei;, BB-3'11), Station x. New York.
PATENTS, Trademark. Copyright-for emost word free.
Long experience a, vatcnt solicitor-. Prompt advice.
charges very reasonable. Correspondenc e solicited. Results procured. Metzger, Washlngtou, D. C.
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Machine. $3, $5 and $7. Cata]ague for st-amp, J. H. Temlrn. 1019 Vine, K, Cin•
rinnati. O.
BOO l(S-PHOTOS --NOVELTIE S-Just what you want.
Big catalog-, 10 cts. United Sales Co., Rr,ringfielt;I. 111.
TWENTY movie stars• pictures 10 cents.

Dept . 39. 25 MuJberry St., N. Y. City,

Chas. Durso.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

"'

Prlce varies between $100
Scenario Detit••
Don•t de!a}'.
$1,000 or mo:re.,
Mason Co., Box 161. Rochester. N. Y,
SCENARIOS WANTED.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplays, Short Stories,
Poems, Songs. send today for Free. va1uRble. in~
structive book, "KEY TO SUCCESSFU L WRITING.,
including 65 helpful suggestions on writing and selllng.
Atlas PubHshlng Co., 522 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

PERSONAL
IF YOU WANT a wond<'rful little wife, write ·Mn.
Chicago,
Illinois, enc1osinc
Eox 749,
Willard,
stamped envNope for rcrly.
Canriot hcid his love while fat. ungainly.
Gut E:orein tabules at Druggist's. \VonJerful steady
reducti on with alertness, vivacity, slendernesi;;, poise.
attractiveness, efficiency. SISTER.
MARRY-For speedy marriage. ab3olutely the best.
largest in the country; established 16 ye{l.rs; thousands, wea.lthy members. both sexes. wishing earl:,
The Oki
marriage; confidential; descriptions free.
Reliable Club, Mrs. Wrubel, Brue 20, Oakland, C&!.
MARRY IF LONESOME- Ladies• Membership Free.
Gentlemen's Membership two months 25 cents. Ono
year, $1.00. Copy members narnes, addresses, 10 cents.
Sweetheart's Magazine, Barnes City, Iowa.
PIMPLES-Ac ne eruptions, face or body; I know th•
cause, my internal treatment removes ib; my special
external vrepara.tion eradicates all blemishes and re•
stores natural skin. Booldet fpr stamp. Dr. RodgerB,.
135 East 47th St.• Chicago.
WRITE Lillian Sproul, Station H. Cleveland, o.. if
you wish a pretty and wealthy wife. Enclos.e stamped
envelo_pe.
LONELY MAIDEN, 2G, would marry. Write for pie•
ture. Bo,: 150K, Snacuse, N. Y.
MARRY. Successful ''llome Maker.'' Hundreds rich.
Con.fidentlal, reliable, yeal'S' experience, desc1·iptfonsi
free. Tile Successful Club. Box 556. Oaidaiid, Cal.
MARRY RICH, hundreds anxlous, descriptive J!st tree,
satisfaction guaranteed. Select Club, DetJt. A, Rapid
•
City, So. Dak.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptlau
secrets. Blnclc art!, other rare books. Catalog free.
Star Book Co., 3-R-21, Camden, N. J.
Thousands congenial people. worth from
MARRY:
$1,000 to $50,000 seeldag early marriage, descrlptlons.
photos. introductions free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no money. .Address StanOard Cor. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
GET MARRIED-B est Matrimonial paper published.
Malled FREE. American Distributor. Su!to 211.
Blairsville, Penna.
MARRY-FR EE PHOTOS beautlfUl ladies; d~scriptions
and directory: pay when m_arrled. New Plan Co.,
Dent. 245. Kansas City, Mo.
and
MARRY-MA RRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos
descriptions free. Pay when married. 'lhe Excballfl••
Dept. 646. Kansas City, Mo,

M.\:D,

•

'
SCIENTIFIC

Sond dime, blrthda~
YOUR FUTURE FORETOLO:
for truthful, roliable, couvincing trial read.inc. Haze
liause, Box 215K, Los A~cleo, Cal.
CRYSTAL GAZlNG-Uow to develop el!lctency. Sena
Blrt.hday readings,
auunp ror free insu-uctions.
StronJ aud weatk pomt.s. tlealth, Dusluess, Marrta&e-

and 0U-1er valua.bJe h.int.i. Twenu~Jl,e centa. "Zancl&."

Asbury Park, N. J.
YOUR LI FE STORY in the 1t.ara.

di.Jne for trlal reac.Hng.

Send birth date and
tiherman, Ra:oid City, S. Dak.

TELL

ASTilOLOGY-STARS

LIFE'S

STORY,

Send

blrthdate and dime tor trial read.ins. Edeb', f307
J'offerson, Kansas t'ity, Mo. Apartment 78.

SONGWRITERS

LEARN HOW TO WRiTE A SONG. Both words and
music. A CamplPt& l:uurse by Mall. Send TODAY

for ClltCliLAJl.

New hair
for you?
Hair hna been irrown apin, afle,• lxlld=••. in man:,
cues. Your, may be an amenable case; but you have
11.ot been ooinir the proper relief. I(atalko brino•
manvamazinoreporta. Geta full box of KOTAI,KO
at any active druir atore. Apply Kotalko each darwatchyourmirrorl Do akindlf. act. show bald friend a
this. A proof box will be mai ed you for 10 cent• b:,
Kotalko Offic.. BB-375. Station X, New York

HOW TO MAKE lOVt

P:a,a Music Senice, 18 Hudson SL,

Worcester, Ma~:;.

(NEW BOOK)Tell• bow to G!!I
Acquainted: How to Ilrgin Courtship
How to Courtal!asbful Glr!;toWoo a

we

will writ•
tbe mus:c and auu.rantee publlcaUon on & royalty
baBU. Submit J}OtHll:' on any subject. Seton Musto
Chlca110.
122,
Company. 020 S. Utchl11•n A.Te,. Room
WRITE A SONG POEM-I compose muslo and cuarWRITE TH:C: WOROS FOR A SONG!

88~te;rof~~~~~1~~Qm

Sf~1. ~f:,o~day.

E.

Widow; to win ao Heiress; bow to catch
Rich Bacl:telor: how to mauage your
beau tomak• him rropose;ho,r to make
your rel!ow or 1tir Jove you•lwh&\ todo
b~rore and after the wedd a,:,1 Tells
other tbln1:s necessary for l,oYrrs ta
know, Satnpl~ copy by mall 10 cent.. ,
11.

Hanson.

WRITE A SOMG POEM=.L;;.,--Mother, Home, Comte

or any subject.
publlcatlon.

I

compose music and

Send \\Ords today.

cu&rantee

Edward Trent,

636

Reaper Block. Chicago.

11.0IA.L BOCK ()0,,

Bilx 168 ~. ?lornaa. C:onD<

W RlTE TH E-W OR DS~ _F_O_R_A_S_O_N_O_._W_e_re_v_Li_e_poe_m_s_.
write musfo and f:llnantet to secure publication.
Broadway StudlosJ
Submtt voums on a.ay sub.iect.
16--Fltzgerald Bulldtni, New Y.:.orc.:kc;.._ _ _ _ _ __

Stop Tobacco

STAMMERING

Lucko-A Woman's Discovery
Trial Package Free

8T-8TU-T-T-TERING nnd 1tammertn1 cured at homo,
Walter McDonnell, 15
In1tructlvo booklet free.
Potomac Rnnk ll!ctc .. \Ya,hln~::.;t.:.on=·:.....::Dc.:·.....::Cc:.·-----

THEATRICAL

OE'!' ON THE STAGE. I tell you bowl Send e eta.
post:ago for i1Ju:1tra.tr.cl Stage Book and full par...
tlcula.ra. H. LADt>lle. Dox 557. Los Anceles, Cal.

Like a mnglc wand lt hits tbe spot! It
Immediately puts the craving in a trance.
Instead of that irresistible desire !o~ a

TOBACCO HABIT

or Snu!T llablt cured or no pay. $1 tr
Superb& Co., PC,
cur~d. Remedy seot on trial.
Dalllmore. 1tfd.

TOBACCO

TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit eully.
Any form, chewinP.", amoktng or snuff', cuud or no
chute, It curtd. $1. Stops cravlnc, harmlu1. FuF
Perkins Co., B-51 BasUnp, Neb,
nmedy on trial.

FAT PEOPLE
GET, THIN
·wby he overslnut wll!'n you might caslly
reduce 10 to GO pounrls ("·llatever you need
to) by the wonderfully c-fficaclous, safP, rellnble Kor?in s~·sl~m? You look and foel
younger. Get a sm,1!1 box o! ICOREIN tnbuleA (pronn1111ct>u Koreen) nt th<' uurgglst's.
Follow uirN'ti,rns u11der money r!'fuod guarno tee. Brochu r~ w111 be wailed to you Free
by ICOREIN CO., NJ>-375, Station X, New
York, N. Y.

I Bea- of You to Send the Coupon for a
Free Trial Today
smoke or chew, Lucko satisfies, soothes
calms; takes ofl' tbe raw, nervous edge and
you !eel better, eat better, sleep better nnd
work better. It ls certainly a wonderful discovery; ls ouorless nnd tastPl,-ss; eon be
given secrPtly iu l<'1l, roffe{' nn,J fao<l. nnd
a !re~ trial package wlll he mailed to evel'y
tobaC('O nser or nu.vone who <lesires to hPlP
others stop toha£'(·o. Acl1h·P•s Lucko Co., 320
Glen Blug., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PREE TRIAL LUCKO
co.,

326 Glrn BlrlO? ..
Cincinnati, 0.
_ ~encl me· a !rl'e trial package ot
LrCKO

Jll<'l~o. n worn:-111'1-: <liF-C'overy for over''<•11.111;g thp ct·aving for tobacco.·

r,;UlllP

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , •• .,

.\uuress .......•.•.......... ' ..•...••••
'lt.v.................... :-tat!' ........ .

1,000 YEARS
OLD
of
Hundreds
H i n d u s believe
that Rishis and
S a d h u s , 1,000
y e a r s 01· more
old, are s t i 11
alive, but that
they do not care
to appear before
the public eye.
They are living
in some Himalayan caves, practicing yoga according to the
stories that are
told. Whether a
1,000 - yc~.r - old
Sadhu has really
been seen by anybody there is no
record, but many
people will tell
you that Sadhus
300 years old or
more are still to
be seen.
Baba Thakurdassji is a reSadhu.
nowned
He has many
thousands of ·disa m on g
ciples,
whom several are
His
Euroreans.
assert
disciples
he is more than
300 ye us old, but
he does not appear to be over
60. He is a power
in India,
A Sadhu of
greater repute is
B ab a Satchitan and a Bharati.
He is the Guru of
the Nep~l rajahs.
remembers
He
the famous battle
of Panip;1t. which
took TJbce in 1526
He has
A. D.
also met Gauranga, thP famous
prearher of
(re"Bhakti"
ligion of s-niritual
Sliinaji,
love) ;
the f ~ u n d e r of
the fir a h r a t t a
nower, and other
distinguished InHe has
dians.
thousands 0f discinles in difl'..,!·ent
parts of India.

•

'

•
WILD

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
~o. a::. .l:10\\'' '.l.'O 1:"L.:\. ;a· C...l.lt.lJ:S.-Uiviu~ the ruJPS

anJ full dlrcctious tor pluylug Nuchrc, CrilJIJuge, Cus1uo, ~--orty·l;'ive, Rounce, l)etlro Saucllo, Draw Poker.

i.U1<:uuu l'itcb, All .Fours nnt.l muuy otHt!r 1>01Julur guwe~
of lUl'tl.b.
l\o. 53, HOW TO WRITE LETT.IUiS.-.A wonderful

tittle IJook, ll•lliui; yo u how to write to i·our s,n,cthcurt
yvur fath'-!r, 1uottIe1\ sister, IJrother, l"'mploycr; aud ill
iact, evcrylJody and uuyho<ly you wish to write to.
l\o, 64. HOW 'l'O l\..El!:l> A:SV .11,U,A<.a,; 1'.E.l'S.ljl\lllg complele inforwaliou us
tu tl:e wnn1w1 and
1uctbo(I o! raising, keeplug, taming, IJreeuini: and
wa11:1gmg all kiuds ot pets; also g1 nng full lustruc1iuns rnr mukiug .,uges, etc. J!'ully explained by tweutyei,..ht illustrations.
.,o. 55, HOW '.l'O COLLECT S'l'A)ll'S AND CODiS.
-Containiug valualJle lnfunnalion rcgurdiug tlle col1ccting und arruuging oi sta111ps uud cuius. il1111<lsowely illustrated.
:No. 06,

UOW TO HECO.11.E AN ENGINEER.-Con-

coinlll;:. full instructious how tu become a locomotive
engrnc ... r; ulso dlrcclious for IJu!Jtliug a model Jocowoll\'t:; tu~t·tl.H!l' wit.h a !ull Ucscripliou of everything nu
~ug1u~l't s11uuhl know.
l\o. GU. HOW 'l'O H6C0:11E A l'llO'l'OGR.\.l'Jll'.,;H,
-Cvu taiaiug useful i111or111ati,>n reg:trding the ca1nC'ra
Utlll uu,,· tu \\ ork it; at~u how to iual\.!.:! pl.Jotograp.1.uc
u.agll' 1aul,..-ru :;J1de::; au.ti olUl'l' tl':..tB.,,;lJUl"Clldcs.
1:iuudt,tHUdY 11,usuat-.:tl.
No. 6~. llOW 'l'O lHsCO)iE A \\'t;S'J' POINT ll11LI·1·.-1,~~ <..:A.u1'.i'I'.-r.ix.p1~uns 110,,
Lu g.ilu aliJnittaucc,
·out·sc oi ::.lntly, exalll1n:ttion~, duLie:,;, Sl:lu' or otticcrs,
l,v:-H guurll, police regulatiut~!:i, 1.lre <1epartn1~11t and all a
L·,JY ~llOtliU know to ue tl l'<Hll't,
ily Lu t:;enuren8,
No. 63, li(j\V ·ro B£CO.\l.C: A NA\".'.I.L CADI,T.cowplete instructious or how to gniu udu1is8lon to the
A1111apOlii:i !\anll Acallt•wy. ..il~o lOUt:1,ui1tg t!J.c course
Ui.

J.l.l::ill'iJClion,

tlebCl'iJll1Ull

UL

gl'Ollllll::,

:t11d

ln1iltli11g.s,

11i,;turicul ~ketch anti ,·Y~rythiug- u I.Jo~· ~ilould kuow to
I;,,.-cuu1c an owc~r iu the Luitt·U

:::itate::; .NarJ.

.Uy Lu

~ ..:llUJ'Cltb

1'0.

<H.

110\V TO _\lAii.I,; .ELECTIUCAL .ILH.'HINES .
-~01Jta1L1i11ri lull t1ire~uv11:,; 1ur rnukiug eJ~~lricul 1na-

cl.Jilll'S, iutluctiuu coils., .uyuai..llus auU u.1nuy uo\"el toys
to I.Jc I\ urkcd uy clecLncJty. ll_y l{. A. H. llennct. ]'ul!y
it1U~ll'al!.!Ll.

920 Young Wild West's Ga11op for Glory; or, Death of
Ace High.
[121 " ::lil\"t·l' ::learch; or, .Arietta and tli" Lost Tre:1~ure.
(122 " at Dcuth Gorge; or, C'barllc-'s Harrl-Pan llit.
!)~;!
anti ":Monterey Rill", or, ,H)dtn's Garn~ of JI luff.
uu .. uuu the Denclshot Cowboys; or, A Iligh Old
'.l'lme at lluckhorn Ranch.
92G " 'l'hrce-Ilt1v Hunt; or, Raiclt>rs of Reel Ravin~.
O'.!i
anti "8i1Yl'l' 8tream"; or, '£be White Girl Captl\•e
of the Sioux.
!•28 " :ui,l lb<' Disputed Claim; or, .Arietta's Golden
Shower.
9'.!9 " nniai~t Greaser Guide; or, Tbe Trnp That
!130

"

031
932

"
"

934.
fl35

"

937

"

938

"

930
940

"
"

9.U

"

!l-12

"

!H3

"

9H

"

945

"

946

"

947

"

9!8

"

!J,rn
950

"

051
952

"
"

953

"

1'o. tio,
~ll i.DOO.S'S JO liES.-'.l'he most original
j,,ke -,rcr puu1,sltctl, autl lt i s urimful of wit and huwl.)r.
it cuntuius u large ct•llcetion of songti, joke::;,
1.:uuun<.lJ uws, 1.::u.:., of 'I'etcncl.! ~lultluon. tlte great wit,
ltuwor,.;t :.11:tl prncticui jJk~r of LJ,e day.
No. 6ti.
UOIV '1'0 DO J'l':.:.J,Lj~S. Containing over
three huuc.lrell intcresliug- pazz1e-; autl cuuuntlruwl::>, with
key to sa;uc. A complete uouk. 1•·u11,r illustrated.
No. u:. HOW ·ro VO l•:Li•;c.;-r,ucAI, 'fl<ICH.S. -{;ontaiuiu~ a IUl'be colle<:tiou ut i1rntructh·c uud hi;;bly
umu~illg- plt:'cLrit·ul trick~, t1}geth1..'l' witl.J illu!--tratiou~.
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Uy A. Alldl'l'bOll,
No. og, !i(,\\' TO DO C!lE)IICAL 'rHJCKS.-Con taiuinr, U\"l1· out• lluudred bigbly :..\.lllU:--in~ anti iu:--tructire ti-kl":i witll c:l1e1uiculs.
lly A. Atllterson. lland~
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suwel yillustralcll.
l\o.

6"-

llO\\' TO

no

:,;LJ;IGll'r-O.l:'-IlAND.-Con-

t,1iui11;.: 01·cr IJH.,· or the llli~st uucl best tricks used IJy
u1agk1.t us. .Also cuutaiuiug- t11e secret or tiec;ond sigllt.
J;'ull\' 11lustra1ed,
1'0. iO. HO\\' TO MAli.E ~IAGIC ·rOYS. Containing
full full directions for makin;: uwglc toys and devices
of 1uu11y Jdudx.
Fully illusll'ait•tl.
No.

n.

HOW

•ro no

SIXTY

TRIC!iS

WITH

!•Jmlnudng ull of tlw latl'~t nnd most deceptive rnr<I tricl<~. "jtb Illustrations.

{'A1tJJS.

No. 73. HO\\' TO DO TR1CKS wrrH NU;llBEHS.~howing many curious trkk:-. with figures nufl t Lt;\ 11n1g~
ic of numht•rs. Hy A. Ander,;011. Fully lllustrnted.
No. 14, HOW TO WltlT.E LETTEHS COJ!ltECTLY.

-Co11t:1lui111? full lnstrutions for writing- lettl'rS on almost any suhjPct; also rulf's fol' punctuntion and composition, with specimen Jett(•rs.

No. 75.
ROW TO nECOJIE A CONJURER-Containini,; ttkk, with domluot•s, tlice, CUJJS and halls, bats,

etc.
Eu,llrncing thli'ty-six lllustrations.
By A. Anderson.
IJ'or sale by all newsdealers, or wUI be sent to an7
ad<lrees on receipt of price, lOC. per copy, tn
mone:ir or. stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,
168 West 23d Street,,

New York.

WEST WEEKLY
LATEST lSSl:'ES - -
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Itipplug ltound-rp; or. A ricotta's Prairie Peril.
'l'oni;hest 'l'rnll; or, Baff!e,l IJy Bandits.
at "I<'orblcl<len Pass"; and, IIow Arietta Paid
'l'oJI .
nn,i the Indian Traitor; or, Charge ot the "Red"
13rlgade.
and the Masked Cowboy; or, Arietta's Ready
Rope.
a1Hl tbe Rancbero's Daughter; or, A Ilot 01<1
'.l'lwe in Mexico.
·
an(! the Sane! Hill "T~rrors"; or, Road Agents
of tile Snnta Fe Trnil.
After "Whit(• nor,sc Jack"; or, Arietta and the
\VJ](l ~l11stn1·g.
and the Cnttl" J:r,rndcrs; or, Crooke(! Work ou
the llig- G r:a11d1.
Four Fo('S; or, l:-eerct Band of Cold C'amp.
Rn,,,, for Gold; or, Arietta and t11e Hauk Rot>bPrs ..
aucl the 'l'('u(lerfoot Tourist; or, A Grizzly Hunt
in I he Rockies.
Routing the "Ghost Dnncers"; or, Arietta and
thr Rnal<e Charmer.
Crossl111r the Den,! Llne: or, The Feud ot the
Cowhoys nnd Sheep Henkrs.
nn<I th(' Boy lluuter; or, Arietta and the Game
l';iealNR.
onnn\;\iit~esert ot Death; or, Hemmed in by
and th(' Pioneers; or, Fighting Their Wny to
Grizzly Gulch.
ancl "Tinwhlde Ralph"; or, The Worst Cowl.Joy
in Texns.
Shooting for Glory; or, The Cowboy ,TulJllee at
Hcd DO[l".
Bowle Battle: or, Arietta and the ~line Queen
Commanding the Cavnlry; or, '1'!:e Last Fight
ot the Apaches.
and "Digger Dan"; or, Arirttn's Ilnngt>r l',i(rnal
Working His Lasso: or, The Lariat Gnns: of the
Cattle Range.
Hunt In the Il111s; or, Arietta anti tl1c Aztec
J"ewels.
Trimmln!? the Trailers; or, Lost In tile Land
of the Dead.
nt the Cowboy Kick-Up; or, .Arietta llrnting the
Broncho Busters.
•
Ropln11: the Ranch Raiders; or, Hrlpln~ the
Texas Rangers.
~
and the "Terrible Ten," or, Ariettn's Two Last
Shots.
Apache Token; or, The Tran Tllnt Led to the
Valley of Gol<l.
"~
the isalters; or, Arietta an<l the Death
1
Trip to ll[exlco; or, Routini:: the Rivl'r Rni<lers.
salt" by all newsdealers, or wilt be S<•nt to Rr:v nf!.

;\n.~~"

960 "
For
dre~s on rec('-ipt of pi·lce, 7c. per copy, in inone-y or' postage RtampR, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

By JAlllES P. COGAN
Price S5 Cent. Per Copy
'.l'his book contains all tbe most recent cuauges ln tbe
metllod of constrnctlon and submission of sceu11rios
Hixly Lessons, covering every phase of scenario 11r1t:
ing, from the most elemental to the mo,t nd va1..cea
principles. This treatise covers everything a person
must know In order to make money_ as a successful
~.:enarlo writer. For sale by all News-dealers and
Book-Stores If you cannot procure a copy, send ua
the price, 35 cents, lo money or postage stamps, and
we wlll mnll you one, nostai?e free. Ail/tress
L. SEN,UtENS, 219 Seventh Ave,, New York, 1'. Y.

